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Covers flown by River Plate Aviation Co. 

See Richard Saundry’s article on this subject. commencing on page 24 

  

Fig. 1. Cover flown by River Plate Aviation Co. Montevideo 22nd January 22, 1923 
to Buenos Aires. Franked 30 centesimos including green overprinted 25 centesimos 
air mail stamp. Possibly not a first flight cover but honouring winner of  Rio Plate 
race. 

  

Fig. 2. First official flight cover by Rio Plate Aviation Co., Buenos Aires to Montev-
ideo 2nd January 1924. 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The Newsletter 

President’s Column 

"The time has come", the Walrus said, "to talk of  
many things...". Now the time has come for me to 
step aside and let another take the helm. My age is 
telling me that I've got to give up many of  my volun-
teering activities. My "marbles" have become chipped, 
I've had them a long time, they are not rolling as 
smoothly as they used to. I am not quitting BAMS, 
just becoming a member on the sidelines. 

I was invited to join BAMS way back in 1976, I 
felt privileged at the time, for I knew very little about 
Aerophilately (I still continue to learn more about it 
every day) that is the wonderful benefit of  being a 
member. The articles members write, the questions 
you ask, and the answers that are offered. Priceless 
knowledge. They may not be the subject or discipline 
one collects, but the fact that someone has written on 
a subject, should inspire someone else to contribute 
on their particular collecting interest. It's been said 
many times before "to learn more about something, 
write an article on it; you'll find someone who will add 
further information or, if  necessary, corrections". So 
there's food for thought. 

We are in our 58th year, we started as a "Society", 
changed to a "Federation", (BAeF to conform to be 
European?) then reverted back to a "Society". I sin-
cerely hope that we continue to survive. You will read 

elsewhere, in the call to 57th AGM, the vacancies we 
have and require, in order for us to function success-
fully as a Society. It just requires you, the membership, 
to pull together and make it all happen. 

I hope to see more than 12 (last year's figure) of  
you at the AGM. We have many places to fill. Please 
give your fullest  support to your new President – 
Eddie Spicer – he has my fullest recommendation 

My gratitude to the Committee, and those indi-
viduals, who have contacted me with their views and 
suggestions, who have supported me through my 
term of  office. I listened and, where feasible, acted. 

It has been a privilege for me, to be your Presi-
dent. Each of  us have their own way of  tackling a job.  
Of  putting their own mark on it. None of  us are the 
same, we are all individuals. But we, surely, are capable 
of  combining our efforts to the common cause, 
which is the British Air Mail Society. 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

  

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

From the Editor 

One evening some five and a half  years ago my phone 
rang; it was our then President Peter Lister inviting 
me to become the editor of  the Air Mail News. To say 
I was flattered and astonished would be a gross un-
derstatement, I had been a member of  British Air 
Mail Society for little more than two years, if  that, and 
to be taking over from Richard Saundry who had held 
the post for more than ten years. My only claim to 
fame, according to Peter was that I seemed to possess 
some IT skills, and that I could write as demonstrated 
by an article previously published in the journal. After 
giving it some thought I agreed to take on the task for 
five years following the 2011 AGM.  

These five years are just about over, and in general 
it has been a most satisfying experience. Air Mail News 
has undergone a number of  significant changes dur-
ing this time, firstly the change to A4 format which 
saw initial opposition but now generally accepted, and 
the introduction of  colour printing for the cover 
pages, followed by a colour centrefold, courtesy of  
Kelleher Auctioneer’s advertisement, and then latterly 
colour printing throughout. The other significant in-
novation was the introduction of  a digital version of  
the Air Mail News distributed on compact disc. 

But above everything else I must thank all those 
who in sharing their time and knowledge made signif-

                                                            !                                                                                    i                                                            
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icant contributions in maintaining the high quality of  
content recognised by a number of  awards received at 
both national and international level over the past five 
years. Without their support I could not have main-
tained the standard achieved, let alone publish a jour-
nal every quarter. It is regrettable that reliance for ma-
terial rests on the shoulders of  such a small minority 
of  members. So my sincerest gratitude to all who have 
contributed in making the Air Mail News Britain’s 
premier aerophilatelic journal. Long may it last. 

So it grieves me deeply at this time, mid–April, no 
replacement has yet come forward. My five years are 
up, and I do not intend to continue, this my final edi-
torial is also formal notification of  my resignation. 
For many the journal is the only point of  content and 
source of  information, and I fear without its publica-

tion the British Air Mail Society is surely on the road 
to extinction. So a final plea will one of  you reading 
this please as the Americans say ‘step up to the plate’ 
and take on the role of  editor. It has given me great 
satisfaction, and I have made some good friends, and 
learnt a great deal about all matters airmail. It can be 
frustrating at times eliciting material, but let me assure 
you, you will have the support of  a loyal group of  
contributors, including myself, who can always be 
relied upon to fill the gaps. So to those loyal contribu-
tors please continue to submit your erudite contribu-
tions thus ensuring my successor has the requisite 
material to allow the Air Mail News to go forward into 
the future. 

Is that a volunteer I Hear in the wings? 
John C Symons 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Letters to the Editor 

RESIGNATION 

You may be surprised to see that I have decided to resign with the full agreement of  the committee as 
the Membership Secretary a post which I have held for the past 28 years.  

This does not mean that I will be doing less work for the society as I will still be the Auction Secre-
tary and that for your benefit the society will now hold four auctions a year rather than the current three 
which means that a list will be published with each edition of  the air mail news and thus eliminating the 
six month break between sales as at present. 

If  you are willing to take over this vacancy, please get in touch with me, preferably by telephone in 
order that I can explain what the job entails although being on line is essential. It’s also surprising the 
amount of  friends you make both in the U.K and International. 

P. Lister FRPSL 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Society News 

Airmail Leaflets 1919-72 
Airmail leaflets giving rates, routes and posting details for air post from the UK were issued between 1919-72 (except during 
WW2, when airmail supplements were included in the Post Office Circular), and are a major primary source. Generally speak-
ing, they were issued 2-4 times a year pre-war, and monthly post-war. 

The BPMA have copies of  most, these have been digitally photographed and saved in PDF format, and can be found 
on the Great Britain Philatelic Society’s website at: 

http://www.gbps.org.uk/downloads/airmail-leaflets.php 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Events Diary 

For those members who like to plan ahead, perhaps to arrange travel plans or prepare exhibits, the following are a 
selection of  events for the coming months and years.

                                                            !                                                                                    ii                                                            
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British Air Mail Society 

2016 
4th June: AGM, Royal Philatelic Society, London.Wotherspoon Cup & Air Mail Trophy compe-

titions. 
17th September: Autumn Stampex joint meeting with the Crash & Wreck Mail Society.
3rd December: Christmas meeting, Royal Philatelic Society commencing at 1000 hours. 

2017 
3rd June: AGM, Royal Philatelic Society, London.Wotherspoon Cup & Air Mail Trophy compe-

titions. 
2018 
9th June: AGM, Royal Philatelic Society, London.Wotherspoon Cup & Air Mail Trophy compe-

titions. 

Regional Meetings 

2016 
Wessex Group 

28th May Meeting commencing at 10.30 in the Scout Hall, Lower Street, Harnham, Salisbury, 
SP28HB. The main display on WWII Australian mail carried on the Horseshoe ser-
vice will be presented by Sue Burns, followed by member’s contributions. 

Other 
2016 
15th – 16th July ABPS York Fair 2016, National Exhibition will include all classes including Open 

Philately and Picture Postcards.Venue: York Racecourse, York YO23 1EX. Entry 
closing date: 16th May 2016.

21st – 24th July The Philatelic Congress of  Great Britain, Belfry Hotel, Cambourne, Cambs CB23 
6BW. Further information: www.gbcongress.uk 

14th – 17th September: Autumn Stampex. Full National Exhibition. King George VI Collectors Society. 
<www.kg6.info> 

2017 
24th – 28th May: Finlandia 2017. Celebrating the 100th anniversary of  the Independence of  the Re-

public of  Finland (1917-2017). 

Details of  Asian and Australasian philatelic events can be found at: Federation of  Inter–Asian Philately, <http://
www.asiaphilately.com/Calendar.html>  

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 

Regional Reports 

The London and Home Counties Regional Group 

The meeting held at Rayleigh (Essex) Stamp Day, Saturday 19th March, was attended by seven members. Held in a 
classroom adjacent to the main hall where the dealers had set up their tables. 

No times had been set for commencement or finish, as it was in connection with the Stamp Fair.   This 
seemed to work well, as the Railway Transport system, was, yet again, disrupted by engineering works. Short dis-
plays were put up by most attending, and there was a "question and advice" session. A laid back affair, but produc-
tive nonetheless. 

BAMS can take advantage of  this Stamp Fair every year, at no expense. Grateful thanks for the generosity of  
the Rayleigh Philatelic Society and British Air Mail Society’s member Ray How for making this meeting possible. 

Bill Trower 

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 
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The North West Group 

Report of  the meeting held at Liverpool on Sunday 13th March 2016 
Four members and one guest attended and apologies were received from Andrew Francis, Peter Ball, Lau-

rence Kimpton, Tom Poynton, Bryan Hyner and Brian Lythgoe. Following the usual morning bourse the one 
sheet competition for the Les James Trophy and the three sheet competition for the Jim Astley Trophy were won 
by Duncan Crewe 

After a convivial lunch the afternoon was given over to members’ displays. 
Duncan Crewe showed Hong Kong mail dispatched by sea to Singapore to join the KLM service to Europe 

including a cover salvaged form the Kievit crash at Athens 
Alan Slater showed a range of  Nicaraguan airmails including covers from the SCADTA survey flight as well 

as others showing the impact the earthquake had on mail services 
The guest, Susan Crewe showed post war Hong Kong crash mail including the Philippines Airline crash at 

Rome, the TWA mid air collision over New York and the Canada Pacific crash at Tokyo 
Mike Griffith completed the afternoon’s displays with mail flown by KNILM in the Dutch East Indies includ-

ing both first flight and commercial mail to a range of  destinations 
All present expressed their appreciation to Sue and Duncan for hosting the meeting and enjoyed afternoon 

tea before departing.  

Duncan Crewe 

Other 

Malaysian Study Group, Spink’s Auction Rooms, Southampton Row, London 

A combined meeting between members of  the British Air Mail Society and the Malaysian Study Group (MSG) 
was held at the fine premises of  Spink's Auction Rooms, Southampton Row, London on Saturday 13th 
February. This was at the invitation from MSG 

Nine BAMS members attended, four of  which were members of  both Societies. This was in spite of  massive 
engineering works on the railway systems, over that particular week–end.  I would like to thank those members: – 

Duncan Crewe, John Crow, Laurence Kimpton, Peter Lister, Andrew Morris, Barbara Priddy, Ted Proud, and 
Len Stanway 

All those attending, showed associated "Malaysian" displays from their collections on the frames erected, and 
were applauded for their efforts. 

Unfortunately, due to those engineering works, I had lo leave early, before the third session, but feed back, via 
remarks heard at Stampex, the following week, was that the meeting was agreed most successful by members of  
both societies. 

The next joint meeting to be held, will be at the Autumn Stampex on the last Saturday (17th September) 
between BAMS and the Crash & Wreck Mail Society. 

Bill Trower 
Publicity Manager 

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 
Addition to Library 

Newfoundland Airmails, Jean-Claude Vasseur, FRPSL, AEP. Published in two parts. 
This fine publication is by the Winner of  BAMS Airmail Trophy at "London 2015”. Part one contains the exhibit with 
coloured reproductions of  covers and stamps. In part two are the notes for the exhibit. The author has advised that the 
two volumes (“Exhibit" & "Notes") are also available to the members of  BAMS, at £75.00. (Paypal preferred or cheques 
in £ accepted) including registered mail to United Kingdom. Please contact author - jebvasseur@orange.fr 
See examples of  content illustrated on the back cover (Ed.). 

                                                            !                                                                                    iv                                                            
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Accounts for the year ended 31st December 2015 
British Air Mail Society 

(formerly known as the British Aerophilatelic Federation) 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2015 

2014 2015 
 £ INCOME £ 
 7,102 Subscriptions & Donations 5,401 
 834 Auction Profits 974 
 700 Advertising 825 
 135 Meetings 60 
       17 Miscellaneous Sales       14 
 8,788  7,274 
  EXPENDITURE 
 3,448 AMN - Printing Magazine & C.D.'s 2,911 
 457 Auction Catalogue, Bid Forms, Subscription Notices 345 
 1,781 AMN - Catalogue & Index/Library List - Mailings 1,667 
 780 Meetings 403 
 531 Regional Expenses 362 
 64 Post, Telephone etc. 102 
 268 Fees, Subscriptions etc. 254 
 100 Insurance 102 
 — Library 45 
 — London 2015 384 
 — Hosting USA less Grant 569 
 — Internet Website     108 
 7,429  7,252 
 1,359 Surplus (Deficit) for the year§       22 
 8,788  7,274 

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31st DECEMBER 2015 
 6,285 Funds at beginning of  year 7,644 
 1,359 Surplus /(Deficit)      22 
 7,644 Balance of  funds carried forward 7,666 
  Represented by: 
 7,818 Bank account (Main) 5,119 
 1,645 Bank account (No. 2) Auction Float 2,550 
  Add Debtors and Prepayments: 
 424 Bank account - Deposit / Prepayments 50 
 160 Bank account - Debtor 163 
      169 Stock of  badges 162 375 
 10,216  8,044 
  Less Creditors:- 
 2,203 Main Account - subscriptions received in advance — 
 70 Auction Account — 
     299 Regional groups and other creditors 378 378 
 7,644   7,666 

 G C Boutle, Hon Treasur- er 26th February 2016 
 AUDITOR'S REPORT 
I have audited the above Income and Expenditure Account and Balance Sheet and confirm that they 
are in accordance with the Society’s accounting records which have been properly kept. 
 P J Wood, ACMA  26th February 2016 

                                                            !                                                                                    v                                                            
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Agenda for Annual General Meeting, 4th June 2016 

to be held at the Royal Philatelic Society of London 

10.00 Assemble and coffee 
10.30 View Auction lots 
11.30 Live Auction 
13.30 Mount "Wotherspoon Cup" and "Air Mail Trophy" Competition entries. 
14.00 AGM  1. Chairman's opening remarks 
   2. Treasurers report 
   3. Membership Secretary’s. report 
   4. Editor's report 
   5. Librarian's report 
   6. Auctioneer's report 
   7. Webmaster's report  
 Group Organisers reports: 

• London & Home Counties 
• Midland Regional 
• North West 
• Scottish ("North of  the Border") 
• Wessex 
• South Coast 

Election of  Officers 
 Confirmation of  Eddie Spicer (currently VP & President Elect) as President 
 Position of   Vice President.................................. Elected. Priority requirement. 
 Editor of  Air Mail News.................................. Elected. High priority requirement. 
 Secretary of  BAMS............................................... Elected. Priority requirement. 
 Membership Secretary.......................................... Elected  High priority requirement. 
 Competition Secretary.......................................... Elected. Priority requirement. 
 London & Home Counties Rep.......................... Elected. High priority requirement. 
 Advertising & Publicity Manager........................ Elected  Priority requirement. 
Any other business 
Announce results of  competitions 
Close meeting 

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 
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British Air Mail Society Subscriptions 

There are still a number of  subscriptions for the current year outstanding. Mem-
bers who have yet to pay are urged to send payment to the Membership Secretary 
at their earliest opportunity. Where payment has not yet been received will be in-
dicated by a RED mark on the address label on the envelope containing the May 
copy of  Air Mail News, and it is regretted this will be the last issue that you can 
expect to receive. 
Note: we do not print spare copies for stock, except a few for the occasional loss 

in the post and new members.
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WARDROP & COMPANY LIMITED 
Philatelic Insurance Specialists 

The insurance for the serious collector providing 
peace of mind at surprisingly low cost. 

What is covered – Stamps, covers, envelopes, postcards, albums, philatelic literature, stamp 
boxes, and other articles of philatelic or postal history interest. 
Insurance against –All risks of physical loss or damage to property excluding wear, tear, gradual 
deterioration, moth, vermin, and damage or deterioration of any article directly caused while be-
ing worked upon or undergoing any process. 
Scope of cover – Anywhere UK (subject to prior advice of transits or locations other than the 
main dwelling for sums over £15,000) including postal or accompanied sendings  
Basis of valuation – Market value. 
Cost –Anywhere UK  £3.75 reducing to £3.00 per £1,000    
      for higher sums 
 Normally Bank  £2.50 per £1,000 (30 days withdrawal   
        any one year) 
 Bank only   £1.25 per £1,000 
For a personal quotation and prospectus write to us at the address below, telephone 
01376 563764, or visit our website www.wardrop.co.uk for more information including 
lots of links to other philatelic sites and an online proposal form. 

Wardrop & Co Ltd 
PO Box 772, Coggeshall 

COLCHESTER CO6 1UW 

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

                                                            !                                                                                    vii                                                            
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Members who elect to receive the Air Mail News on CD ROM, the subscription will be 50% of  the above rates. 

Members who wish to receive both the printed and CD ROM versions an additional £8.00 (9 Euro, $12) is requested. 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The Journal 
Questions and Answers 

Questions None this quarter. You all know it all! 

Answers 

A518. The Shortest Air Mail Route 

1.From Richard Beith.  
Chris (Hargreaves) is totally correct in that Westray to Papa Westray has been recognised as the shortest scheduled 
air service.  
To give some quotes from my first monograph "Scottish Air Mails 1919–1979" (1981): 
1.35 24 November 1970: 'One day after the inaugural air mail to four of  the Orkney Isles, a fifth island was brought 
into the service – Papa Westray. A small number of  Loganair souvenir covers are known flown Kirkwall – Papa 
Westray; Papa Westray – Kirkwall; Westray – Papa Westray and Papa Westray – Glasgow.' (One such cover is illus-
trated on page 27 of  the monograph) 
E 1.14 31 October 1974: Westray and Papa Westray Special Flight by Loganair: 'Special souvenir covers were flown 
over this route to coincide with the publication of  the 21st edition of  the Guinness Book of  Records, this service 
being listed there as the shortest scheduled flight in the world. Some covers were posted at Westray before the flight 
and carried as Post Office mail, others were posted at Papa Westray after the flight in [BN] Islander G–AWNR 
piloted by Captain Alsop.' 
E 1.28 5 December 1977: Special covers flown Westra – Papa Westray in Islander G–AXSS to celebrate the 10th 
anniversary of  Loganair's Inter–Orkney Island Service. 

2. From Chris Hargreaves 
Thank you for the extra information regarding the Westray – Papa Westray air mail service. – A distance of  1.7 
miles, and recognition by the Guinness Book of  Records, is definitely hard to beat. 
However, in the 1930’s there were  a number of  air mail routes in North America that just crossed a river, for ex-
ample Minneapolis – St. Paul, and Windsor – Detroit. 
There was also an air mail service between North Vermillion and Fort Vermillion, that Denny May described in his 
book “Air Mail in Alberta” as being "half  a mile apart across the Peace River". – That is still my candidate for being 
the “World’s Shortest Air Mail Route”, though it may come into the “was” rather than “is” category. 
However, in the 1930’s there were also some autogiro services from Post Offices to Air Mail Fields. – I don’t know 
much about these, and am hoping somebody will send in some information about them. 
I expect the title of  “World’s Shortest 
Air Mail Route” may have moved 
around a lot, as new services have 
been introduced and then terminat-
ed. – I am looking forward to even-
tually compiling a list of  title holders. 

Sample of Loganair service. 

Orkney Inter-Isles Air Services. Timetable 
from 25 October 2015 to 6 March 2016. 
 Mon to Fri 
Westray are: 08:41 
 dep 08:46 
Papa Westray arr: 08:48 15:16 
 dep: 08:53 15:21 
Westray arr:  15:23 
 dep  15:28 

                                                           !                                                        1                                                           

First Flight cover, Kirkwall to Papa Westray, From the cover of Beith R, Scottish Air Mails 
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The Quarterly Cover 

Angola to the USA 

John C Symons 

Posted in Luanda, Angola and date stamped 11th July 1942, this cover was carried by air to the US as far as New York from 
where it would appear to have completed its carriage overland to Schenectady, NY. There are no arrival details. This is in 
accordance with the superscription: 

pelo avian via Pointe Noire (by airplane via Pointe Noire) 
and Leopoldville until New York

ao risco do expeditor (at the risk of  the consignor)
This is confirmed by the postmarks on the reverse of  the cover (figure 1.) below. 

  
The cover reached Leopoldville by 18th July 1942. It was carried by a weekly service operated by the Angolan State 

Railways between Luanda and Point Noire, French Equatorial Africa (CAIS No 119, dated 24th September 1941, and 
CAIS 159, dated 1st July 1942). 

From Pointe Noire to Leopoldville the cover was forwarded by rail (??), where it was examined by the Belgian Congo 
censors. There were no Transatlantic departures from Leopoldville, although the cover was probably forwarded to Lagos. 

One service which did provide a flight between Leopoldville and Lagos was operated by BOAC, departing from Cairo, 
with calls at Khartoum, Leopoldville, Pointe Noire, Libreville, and terminating in Lagos. (Report on the Progress of  Civil Avia-
tion 1939– 1945). The service was operated by Short Bros S23 Empire flying boats. A possible flight was CL64 which de-
parted Leopoldville on 19th July 1942 late afternoon, and arrived in Lagos in the morning of  20th July (Imperial Airways/
BOAC Movement Charts). What is peculiar is the transfer from Pointe Noire to Leopoldville given that the BOAC flight 
called at Pointe Noire; this transfer appears unnecessary. 

The Transatlantic crossing also has a degree of  uncertainty, although part 6 of  John Wilson’s article “The ‘LATI Substi-
tute’ Service of  Pan American Airways” published in the March 2016 issue of  Airpost Journal offers useful guidance. On the 
outbreak of  World War II Pan–American Airways inaugurated a service from Miami to Leopoldville designated FAM 22. 
Following the attack on Pearl Harbor this service was taken over by the US Government, but continued to be operated by 
Pan–American aircraft and aircrew. Between May and October 1942 mail was carried on the LATI Substitute anti–clock-
wise “O” service (Route 7) or the clockwise “O”service (Route 8). An examination of  the Trip Summaries suggest the 
most likely flight was 8012 departing from Fisherman’s Lake, Liberia on 27th July, and arriving in New York on 30th (The 
Wartime Atlantic Routes of  Pan American Airways, http://www.wasc.org.uk/WASC4_addl_pubs.html). The cover would have 
been carried from Lagos to Fisherman’s Lake by a USAAF flight. 

Two payments were made to cover carriage, the first the postage stamp 1 angolar 75 centavos, and an air surcharge of  
23 angolar 20 centavos (figure 2. Processed in Photoshop). This would appear to be the correct rate. 

  

Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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Primary Source 

Empire Air Mail Scheme – Stage 3, Singapore to Sydney 

7th July 1938 
Although Stage 1 of  the Empire Air Mail Scheme was introduced for services to Africa in 1937 the scheme 

was first proposed as early as 1933 by Sir Eric Geddes Chairman of  Imperial Airways, and was the subject of  a 
Memorandum submitted to the Cabinet by the Postmaster General Kingsley Wood on 1st December 1933 repro-
duced below. The introduction of  the three stages was well advertised by the GPO, as illustrated by this pamphlet 
introducing Stage 3. 

Editor 
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Wilson J, My Favourite Cover 

My Favourite Cover 

John Wilson 

Like many of  us, I have several favourite covers from each of  my areas of  interest, but following on from Richard 
Beith’s study of  the use of  the Italian LATI service in getting airmail from Germany to the United States whilst 
avoiding Allied interception1, I chose the following cover because it has many facets which make it interesting. 

  

A straightforward analysis of  this cover shows that it was sent from Dresden to Philadelphia, posted on the 
22nd of  April 1941. Having been opened and re–sealed by the OKW censors in Berlin, the back of  the cover con-
firms the route taken. 

  

A transit strike of  Balboa on the 12th of  May 1941 shows that the cover must have been carried by LATI to 
South America and then northward through the Canal Zone, probably by Pan American Airways, arriving in Phil-
adelphia on the 14th of  May. At this time censorship had not been introduced by the American government, al-
though as Richard Beith records1, British censorship at Jamaica of  some of  this type of  mail began in July 1941 
shortly after this cover was carried. 
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It was expensive; the franking on this 18g cover was 9.45 Reichsmarks, made up of  25 Rpf  surface fee, 30 
Rpf  registration, 30 Rpf  AR fee and four air fees of  215 Rpf. So far, so good, but to me the background story to 
a cover is more interesting and illuminating than the cover itself. What is the story behind this one? 

The Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company was founded in 1850, and by 1941 was a large chemical manu-
facturer producing a wide range of  substances including chemicals for the munitions industry. Contemporary 
photographs show the manufacturing activities; note the caption to this 1943 photograph. 

  
“Description: Two men wheel barrels of  chemicals on dollies, prepar-
ing to load them for shipment at the Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing 
Co. "PennSalt," during World War II, manufactured chemicals for use 
in the ammunitions industry”. Image and original caption supplied by 
the Tacoma Public Library. 

In common with many American manufacturing companies, Penn Salt had close business arrangements with 
the massive I.G. Farben German conglomerate which was widely acknowledged to be part of  the Nazi war ma-
chine. In a Senate hearing2 this connection was emphasised by Senator Bone as follows: 

  

One of  the many references to the cartel arrangements between I.G. Farben and United States companies 
says this3: 
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 I.G. had cartel agreements with Standard Oil of  New Jersey, with Aluminum Company 
o£ America, with Dow Chemical Company, with E. I. duPont de Nemours, with Monsanto 
Chemical Company, with Pennsylvania Salt Co., with Rohm & Haas, with Plaskon Corporation, 
with Hercules Powder Company, with Remington Arms, with the Unyte Company, and with 
numerous other American companies which will be referred to later. 

Remembering that it was I.G. Farben who manufactured Zyklon B; who built co–located chemical plants and 
concentration camps at Auschwitz and Blechhammer, the close co–operation of  an American chemical company 
(and others) seems unfortunate, to say the least. One wonders what might have been enclosed in the cover and 
why it was deemed necessary to avoid mail examination. Does the sender’s name and address give a clue? 

A search of  the contemporary German records of  patent applications4 reveals a research chemist called Hein-
rich Schmidt working in Niedercunnersdorf  near Dresden and this chemist must surely be the man who sent the 
letter. It may or may not be significant to see the name of  I.G. Farben on the next entry….?  

  

By coincidence (?) the chairman of  I.G. Farben subsidiary Braunkohle–Benzin A.G and director of  the 
Dresdner bank was also called Heinrich Schmidt. Braunkohle–Benzin A.G. was the company which pioneered the 
extraction of  oil and petrol from lignite (Brown Coal). The large chemical plants constructed in Silesia were there 
to use the plentiful reserves of  Polish coal using the inmates of  the concentration camps (and Allied prisoners of  
war) as slave labour. 

I do like my favourite cover, but the background has unsavoury overtones which take the (postal) historian into 
the dark story of  “Trading with the enemy”. 

References 
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Wilcsek R, You Can’t Get There From Here 

Great Britain to China in 1942  

Bob Wilcsek 

First published in Air Post Journal and is reprinted by kind permission of  the editor, Vickie Canfield–Peters. 

Delivering mail–any mail–by surface or air to and from free (western) China in 1942 was a composite task. Several 
articles have appeared on the subject in recent years1,2, but these dealt with outbound mail from China. The Ja-
panese occupied eastern China in the late 1930s. After the beginning of  the Pacific war in December 1941, no 
open seaports existed anywhere on the long Chinese coast. Overland transport became challenging, as the only 
land route went through Burma, which itself  became another Japanese–occupied conquest in 1942. So, how was 
mail delivered to and from the free western Chinese provinces? While some sketchy services were attempted with 
Russian aid heading directly west through what is now Kazakhstan, these fragile services did not last long and did 
not carry enough mail to make a difference, considering the capacity needed. The few known items from this ser-
vice are outbound from China. 

This left two primary routes: 
1. The largest by volume of  mail carried was a CNAC (China National Aviation Corporation, 45% owner-
ship controlling interest by Pan American Airways) air route over the Himalayas between Chungking and Cal-
cutta. It provided irregular but consistent service throughout the war. 
2. When air service was either unavailable or unaffordable, a modest amount of  mail was carried through 
Burma by surface until Burma fell to the Japanese in April 19423. It is assumed that some Chinese overseas 
surface mail posted after April 1942 was carried by CNAC to Calcutta, either as a courtesy or by some as yet 
undiscovered concessionary arrangement. This seems to be the case for inbound mail as well (Figure 1), when 
first carried by American air services (Pan Am) to Calcutta. 

  

Britain had its own air service to Asia, the Empire Air Service, frequently called the “Horseshoe Route” due to its ap-
pearance on a map. This was surface transport between Britain and Durban, South Africa, and an air link between Durban, 
Cairo, and Calcutta in British India. Notably, the eastern terminus of  this route ended at Calcutta in India, a British colony. 
A British postal bulletin dated 27th May 1942 lists a rate of  1s 6d (1 shilling 6 pence; the same rate continuously used since 
inauguration of  the service in April 1936) from England to China, but the actual route described for this rate ends at Cal-
cutta: “By sea to South Africa, then by the Empire Air Services.” Implicit is the fact that the Empire Air Service terminated at Cal-
cutta, and the postal bulletin states no means of  transit from Calcutta to China for this fee. 

Figure 1: US to China posted NY 23 September 1942; Receiving stamp (under stamps) 
of Kukong, 6 November 1942 and manuscript receiving endorsement on front of cover 7 
November 1942 indicating about 44 days in transit. Censor number is in Miami. No 
markings of any kind on reverse. This mail was carried by the ATC in segments, in sealed 
bags, all the way from Miami to destination.
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Given this background, two covers from the same correspondence show an attempted remedy. Posted from 

London on 26th and 29th May 1942 both are franked at the intra–empire rate of  1s 3d. Most interestingly, howev-
er, both covers have regular issue Chinese franking on the reverse in the amount of  $2.25, the known4,5 CNAC 
rate per 5 grams for the flight “over the hump.” This Chinese franking is cancelled 1st August 1942 on both cov-
ers, presumably the date they arrived at a Chinese postal facility for forwarding, thus about 64 days in transit to 
that point. 

Cover 1: Posted 26th May 1942; Flimsy folded back..

Cover 1: Reverse. Postmark Chungking 1 August 1942.  
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Until now , the $2.25 rate has only been seen applied to outbound Chinese mail. This was, of  course, paid 

with all–Chinese franking when posted. The 26th May cover is a CNAC double weight item (6–10 grams), requi-
sitely franked with $4.50 of  Chinese stamps on the reverse. It also bears a Chinese handstamp showing the double 
weight calculation.  

Most notably, a printed notice on a “flimsy” is still attached to each of  these two covers, reading: 

Cover 2: Posted 29th May 1942. Note unlinked portion of postmark..

Cover 2: Reverse.
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While a very few other covers posted from England to China in early 1942 have been noted with the $2.25 per 5 
grams CNAC rate applied in Chinese franking as postage due on the reverse, none have such a flimsy attached or 
bear the Chinese handstamp used to show the postage due for air service from Calcutta. It appears that these 
may be discovery items: covers with the attached flimsy bearing its (rather incomplete) explanation of  
this service. 

  

  

It is likely that the flimsies were attached in London at the time of  posting. Although a partial postmark on 
the 29th May cover invites a look for its remainder on the flimsy acting as a mask, it is absent. Nevertheless, if  the 
flimsy was not applied in London, how was a postal clerk in Calcutta to know that it was to be forwarded as 
postage due?  

The only two covers seen without an attached flimsy, posted 25th March and 29th April 1942, arrived at their 
respective destinations still using Chinese franking as postage due, but were franked at the 1s 6d rate. This raises 
the possibility that the flimsies were used as internal routing instructions on items franked at 1s 3d, British colo-

Cover 1 Posted 26th May 1942; Flimsy folded back.

Cover 2: With flimsy extended.
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nial mail rate, while the 1s 6d rate implied the same forwarding was simply due to the franking. If  so, why would 
anyone pay an extra 3d? Postage due was required in both cases? 

Neither the parties to the “tentative arrangements” referenced on the flimsy nor the terms of  such “arrange-
ments” are known. No specific mention of  “arrangements” is made or alluded to in the above–cited British postal 
bulletin of  27th May 1942 that shows a 1s 6d rate to China, but without any indication of  route.  

It appears that as many as four parties could or would be involved: 

(1) CNAC, which carried the unfranked (for its service) mail from Calcutta as postage due items. 

(2) Chinese Post Office, which allowed their mail to be delivered as postage due, with no franking or 
even endorsement applied, and which used regular issue stamps to pay postage due fees. 

(3) India Post Office, which took the initiative to forward these items without franking or routing in-
structions. 

(4) British postal authorities, probably the creators of  this “service” as a matter of  need. 
How long this arrangement lasted is anyone’s guess, but the only items seen by this author (five in total) were 

all posted between late March and May 1942. It appears the “arrangement” was of  short duration. It may have 
been nothing more than a temporary, informal agreement between CNAC and British postal authorities. This 
treatment has not been seen on any inbound mail to China other than British dispatches. While apparently only a 
temporary procedure, it provides an answer to a previously unresolved question regarding British mail to China.  

American mail to China at this time went at the prevailing 70 cents base rate without special instructions or 
postage due, indicating that it was carried in sealed bags all the way from the US. This American mail was carried 
by ATC (Air Transport Command), the military transportation arm of  the US Army Air Force, not BOAC. Pan 
American was the primary contract carrier for this service in Asia, flying aircraft owned by the American govern-
ment in enormous numbers between Calcutta and Kunming in 1942 to sustain the American military presence in 
western China at the time (see “Operation Matterhorn”)6. 
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Wingent P, Rhodesian and Nyasaland Airways’ use of Umtali aerodrome 

Rhodesian and Nyasaland Airways’ use of Umtali aerodrome 
1935 – 1940 

Peter Wingent 

Umtali (present–day Mutare) was the third largest town in Southern Rhodesia with a European population of  
something over 2,000 in the 1930s. It was the distributing centre to the goldfields of  British Manicaland and the 
eastern gate of  Southern Rhodesia. Its airfield was rather small and really suited only to use by light aircraft. This 
article will attempt to describe the difficulties experienced by Rhodesian and Nyasaland Airways (RANA) when 
operating services which called at Umtali during the latter half  of  the 1930s. 

  

Figure 1.
It was not until October 1935 that Umtali was served by a direct air service, when RANA introduced a call 

there on its feeder service between Salisbury and Beira, which had commenced in August 1935. Although Imperial 
Airways’ services were twice–weekly in each direction between the U.K. and South Africa at this time, the RANA 
feeder service operated only once–weekly. 

The first service from Salisbury to call at Umtali was that of  3rd October which was operated by a Leopard 
Moth (VP–YAT). A cover carried on this flight is shown in figure 1. It is datestamped Salisbury 3 Oct., has an Um-
tali backstamp of  the same day and is franked at the 4d. per ½oz. internal air mail rate. The Leopard Moth is seen in 
figure 2 after its arrival at Umtali from Salisbury on this flight, which then continued to Beira. 

The return service was operated on 5th October. A different Leopard Moth was used: VP–YAY which is seen after 
its arrival at Umtali in figure 3. The pilot was Capt. J.A.C. Florence, who signed the cover shown in figure 4 which was 
posted at Beira on 4th October and carried on the first return service to call at Umtali, where it was backstamped on the 
5th. 

.

  
Figure 2 Figure 3 
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The cover shown in fig.5 was posted at Umtali on 5th October 1935 and flown by RANA the same day to 
Salisbury, where it was backstamped. It was then flown by Imperial Airways service AS279, operated by AW XV 
Artmeis, which was running three days late due to Hanno crash–landing at Entebbe and departed 07.25 on 10th 
October and arrived Jo’burg. at 15.35 the same day. From there it departed at 08.00 on the 11th in the AW XV 
Atalanta which arrived Cape Town at 17.20 the same day. It received the Cape Town Poste Restante datestamp two 
days later. It is franked at the 4d. per ½ oz. air mail rate to South Africa. 

  
Figure 4 

With the introduction of  the RANA call at Umtali, air mail from there to the UK had an eight days transit 
time in both directions. 

A commercial cover to the UK, flown by the fourth RANA service to call at Umtali is shown in figure 6. It 
was posted in Umtali on 25th October 1935 and was flown to Salisbury on Saturday, 26th by RANA. From there 
it was flown by I.A. service AN285 which departed at 14.10 on the 26th and arrived Croydon at 11.52 on 7th No-
vember four days late having been delayed by storms in the Mediterranean. Franked at 6d. per ½ oz. air mail rate 
to U.K. 

      Figure 5 
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The time table of  the R.A.N.A and Imperial Airways services was as follows: 

  

  

Figure 6 Figure 7 
It is interesting to illustrate the acceleration the air services afforded mail to the U.K. The cover shown in figure 7 was 

posted one week earlier than that in figure 6 to the same London address, but was paid at the 2d. first oz. ordinary postage 
rate and sent by train and ship to the UK. Using the railway timetable in figure 8, which is from Postal Notice No. 42 of  
1932, with timetable operative from 7th December, published in the Southern Rhodesia Gazette, and shipping movements 
published in “The Times” newspaper, the itinerary of  the cover can be determined as shown below: 

Mashonaland Railway: dep. Umtali 22.00 Sat. 19 Oct. 
 arr. Salisbury 07.00 Sun. 20 Oct. 
Rhodesia Railways and South Africa Railways: dep. Salisbury 18.30 Tues. 22 Oct. 
 arr. Cape Town 13.09 Fri. 25 Oct. 
Union–Castle Line ship Windsor Castle: sailed Cape Town 16.00 Fri. 25 Oct. 
 arr. Southampton 06.00 Mon. 11 Nov. 

  
Figure 8 

It can be seen that despite having been posted one week earlier than the air mail cover, the surface route 
cover arrived in the U.K. four days later and had the I.A. service not been delayed, it would have arrived eight days 
later. Thus a possible fifteen days transit time could be saved by using the air mail services. 

  
Figure 9 Figure 10 

 Imp. Airways Wed. 11.45 dep. Croydon arr. 12.30 Sun. (following week)
 (following week) Wed. 16.35 arr. Salisbury dep. 14.00 Sat. Imp. Airways

 Thur. 08.00 dep. Salisbury arr. 11.00 Sat.  
RANA Thur. 09.15 arr.  Umtali dep. 09.40 Sat. RANA
feeder Thur. 09.25 dep.  Umtali arr. 09.30 Sat. feeder

Thur. 11.00 arr. Beira dep. 08.00 Sat.
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Figure 11 

The RANA service continued to call at Umtali until the end of  June 1937 when stage 1 of  the Empire Air 
Mail Scheme (EAMS) was inaugurated. Timetables published in the Southern Rhodesia Government Gazette un-
der Postal Notice No. 28 of  1937, operative from 30th June, omit a call at Umtali on the Salisbury – Beira service. 
I have not found reference to the omission in any aerophilatelic publications, nor in any press reports so I cannot 
provide an official explanation for the reason. However, the following facts may well account for it. 

It must be remembered that under the EAMS all first class mail (letters and cards) was carried by air. This 
represented a massive increase in the loads RANA were required to carry. I do not have figures for Rhodesia, but 
an indication of  the increase might be gained from the fact that in 1935 only 10% of  mail to and from Africa was 
flown. It had increased steadily each year but if  Rhodesia was sending 20% of  mail by air prior to the introduction 
of  the EAMS, then after it loads were increased at least fivefold. 

In an agreement dated 9th June 1937 between RANA, the Secretary of  State for Air, the Postmaster General 
and Imperial Airways, RANA undertook to carry mails twice–weekly between Salisbury and Beira with a maxi-
mum load per service of  1,200 pounds. [RANA also undertook to carry maximum loads of  331 pounds on the 
Salisbury – Lusaka and Salisbury – Blantyre services]. 

The RANA Leopard Moths with a maximum payload of  only 935 pounds were not capable of  carrying the 
1,200 pounds maximum required by the new agreement. The other aircraft employed by RANA were suitable: 
DH84 Dragon (max. payload 1,900 lbs.); DH89 Rapide (max. payload 2,270 lbs.) and DH90 Dragonfly (max. payload 
1,500 lbs.). However, these larger aircraft were not suited for landings at Umtali aerodrome, particularly in the 
rainy season from November to the end of  March. I think it is highly probable that this is the reason that Umtali 
remained off  the route from July 1937 to the beginning of  February 1938. 

Figure 12 shows a plan of  Umtali aerodrome. It is reported that it was severely criticised by RANA officials, 
chiefly because of  its poor surface. In addition, Champken Kop, in the north–east corner, was stated to be dan-
gerous to heavily laden aircraft. 

I suspect it was a relatively small aerodrome but unfortunately I am unable to confirm this because the draw-
ing I used to reproduce the above did not include a scale. Given that three pay boxes are included, it seems likely 
that the original was produced for an air show. 
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Figure 12 

Events in Southern Rhodesia at the beginning of  February 1938 provide plenty of  interest for aerophilate-
lists. On 1st February Southern Rhodesia reduced the EAMS rate from 2d. to 1½d. per ½ oz. for letters and from 
2d. to 1½d. for post cards. On the same day the RANA inter–town service commenced between Salisbury and 
Johannesburg and on 3rd February RANA aircraft on the Salisbury – Beira service resumed calls at Umtali. In a 
telegram dated 17th January, shown in figure 13, the P.M.G., Salisbury requested the G.P.O., London to make up 
direct despatches to Umtali from 26th January and stated despatches from Umtali would commence on 3rd Feb-
ruary. 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Figure 13 
Little has been written about the first despatch of  mail from London to Umtali, in fact I have only one refer-

ence to it but fortunately it is a detailed letter from Capt. Creasy, a well–known collector of  the time, to Francis J. 
Field. It is undated and does not contain Capt. Creasy’s address although it becomes apparent as one reads it that 
he was writing from Umtali. It reads as follows: 

First air mail, direct service, went off  alright. The pilot had a lot of  difficulty on the 3rd inst. owing to bad 
weather – mist. He landed and left here at about 7.45 and came back after half  an hour as he could not see for mist 
and rain. He left later and made the hop of  150 miles on to Salisbury successfully. The R.A.N.A. ‘plane was two days 
late (if  you will refer to the timetable I recently sent you you will see it was due on February 1st, whereas it didn’t 
arrive until 3rd instant) owing to the fact that the Imperial Airways’ flying boat was two days late at Beira. 15½ lbs. of  
mail were carried in the first through mail bag London to Umtali, but I think that covers, which should bear a Lon-
don or English postmark not later than 26 January and Umtali backstamp of  3rd February, will be very rare. No one 
you see from this end had any opportunity of  posting covers as the advice that a special bag would be put in the mail 
as from 26 January was very short. I have managed to obtain eight covers looking up business houses here but I think 
the genuine covers will be hard to come by. The following mail ex England arrived the next day, 4th, inst. but covers 
backstamped 4 February did not come by the first plane, you may like to know this. 
The service which departed Southampton on 26th January carrying the first despatch of  mail from London to Umtali 

was DS61, which was delayed by mechanical trouble at Marseilles and by bad weather at Cairo. The I.A. aircraft movement 
chart for Feb. 1938 shows it arrived at Beira at 16.00 (LST) on 2nd February, and Capt. Creasy reports that the RANA air-
craft departed at 07.45 the following morning. The mail he records as arriving on 4th February was that carried by service 
DN62, which arrived at Beira to schedule on the 3rd. 

In the same letter, Capt. Creasy provided the following details of  the first despatch of  mail from Umtali: 
Left Umtali 4.40 p.m. 3 February 1938. R.A.N.A. Dragon Rapide ‘City of  Salisbury’ machine 

piloted by Mr. Pearce; 19 lbs. of  mail carried from Umtali. 
Two covers flown to Beira by the City of  Salisbury are illustrated in figures 14 and 15. They were flown to 

Southampton by I.A. service DN63, operated throughout by the Short S23 flying boat Corinna, which arrived at 
16.23 on 9th February, both covers being delivered the next day. 
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Figure 14 Figure 15 

Postal Notice No. 4 of  1938, published in the Southern Rhodesia Gazette of  21st January, included the 
timetables of  the RANA and IA services to and from the UK. These are shown in figure 16. 

  
Figure 16 

 

!  
Figure 17 Figure 18 

For seven weeks the RANA services continued to call at Umtali but the inadequacies of  the aerodrome again 
caused calls there to be suspended from Saturday 26th March. The suspension was reported in the Southern 
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Rhodesia press. The report shown in figure 17 is from the Rhodesia Herald of  Monday, 28th March 1938. That 
shown in figure 18 is from an unknown newspaper which has an unfortunate typo in the sub–heading which 
should read, “Aerodrome Unsafe For Heavy Planes” rather than “Aeroplane Unsafe For Heavy Planes.”. 

AIR MAIL FOR UMTALI 

Separate Services to Start on Sunday 

A telegram received yesterday from the Town Clerk, Umtali, from the Department of  Mines 
and Public Works, in which it was stated that as from May 1 Rhodesian and Nyasaland Airways, Ltd., 
will undertake separate services with a Leopard Moth machine on Empire mail days between Salisbury 
and Beira, stopping at Umtali. 

On Sundays, Wednesdays and Thursdays the machine will leave Salisbury at 9.45 a.m. It will 
arrive at Umtali at 11 a.m. and will leave ten minutes later for Beira, being due at the port at 12,45 
p.m. 

The machine will return from Beira on the same days. Leaving at 1.15 p.m. it will arrive at Um-
tali at 2.50 p.m. and after ten minutes halt it will proceed to Salisbury, arriving there at 4.15 p.m. 

On Wednesdays the service is optional, subject to the Empire southbound mails arriving at 
Beira on schedule. 

  

Figure 19 
The cover shown in figure 19 is one of  a very small number posted by Captain Creasey on 1st May 1938, in-

tended to be flown by the first RANA service to resume a call at Umtali. It was scheduled to arrive at Beira at 
12.45 to connect with I.A. service DN88 due to depart Beira at 13.55 the same day. This service arrived at 
Southampton on 6th May, but the Sutton Coldfield backstamp is dated 11th May. The RANA service must have 
missed connection with DN88 (reason unknown) and the cover was flown instead by DN89, which departed 
Beira 5th May and arrived Southampton 10.45 on the 10th. The cover does not bear an air mail label because, fol-
lowing the introduction of  the Empire Air Mail Scheme to African colonies in June 1937, postal administrations 
actively discouraged the application of  such labels because all first–class mail was conveyed by air. 

Well behind the turn of  events, the British P.O. wrote a letter to the P.M.G., Salisbury, dated 7th May 1938: 
six days after calls at Umtali were resumed, stating, 

I am directed by the Postmaster General to say that information has reached this De-
partment through the Dominions Office to the effect that the air service operated by Rhode-
sian and Nyasaland Airways between Beira and Salisbury connecting with the Imperial Air-
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ways service from this country has ceased to call at Umtali. ………………It is proposed to 
revert to the former circulation arrangements, under which correspondence for Umtali was 
made up into labelled bundles and forwarded in mails for Salisbury. 

The P.M.G. Salisbury replied on 16th May, saying, 
I have to acknowledge the receipt of  your letter of  the 7th instant in respect of  air 

mails to Umtali, and in reply to inform you that this service has been re–introduced and in 
the circumstances shall be glad if  the arrangements made in this connection remain undis-
turbed. 

Postal Notice No. 19 of  1938, published in the Southern Rhodesia Government Gazette, gave the following 
timetables, effective from 1 May 1938 (Leopard Month services are shown in red; Rapide services in black): 

Dep. Salisbury Suns. 10.00 Suns. 09.45 * Weds. 07.00 * Weds. 09.45 Thurs. 10.00 Thurs. 09.45 
Arr. Umtali  ––––––– Suns. 11.00  ––––––– * Weds. 11.00  ––––––– Thurs. 11.00 
Dep. Umtali  ––––––– Suns. 11.10  ––––––– * Weds. 11.10  ––––––– Thurs. 11.10 
Arr. Beira Suns. 12.30 Suns. 12.45 * Weds. 09.30 * Weds. 12.45 Thurs. 12.30 Thurs. 12.45 
(* These services will only operate provided the southbound Imperial Airways flying boats arrive at Beira on 

Wednesdays) 
Dep. Beira Suns. 13.00 Suns. 13.15 * Weds. 10.30 * Weds. 13.15 Thurs. 13.00 Thurs. 13.15 
Arr. Umtali  ––––––– Suns. 14.50  ––––––– * Weds. 14.50  ––––––– Thurs. 14.50 
Dep. Umtali  ––––––– Suns. 15.00  ––––––– * Weds. 15.00  ––––––– Thurs. 15.00 
Arr. Salisbury Suns. 15.30 Suns. 16.15 * Weds. 13.00 * Weds. 16.15 Thurs. 15.30 Thurs. 16.15 
(* These services will only operate provided the southbound Imperial Airways flying boats arrive at Beira on Wednesdays) 
Similar timetabling of  separate Rapide and   services continued through 1938 and 1939 until Postal Notice No. 27 of  

1939, effective from 9th September. This showed just two services per week in each direction, with calls at Umtali included, 
but no separate   services. However, both Postal Notice No. 33, effective from 1st October 1939, and No. 20 of  1940, ef-
fective 28th April did not include a call at Umtali at all. Presumably there were still problems with calling there. 

The front and reverse of  a cover are illustrated in figure 20 below which was posted at Umtali on 17th June 1938; 
nearly seven weeks after the   services had been introduced yet it has a Salisbury backstamp of  18th June. The 17th June 
was a Friday so the question arises, why was it not held at Umtali to be picked up and taken to Beira by the Sunday   service? 
Was the aerodrome out of  action yet again? If  any reader can provide an explanation, the writer would be most grateful. 

  

Because the cover was sent by train to Salisbury, I investigated the train services and discovered that there were 
very good daily services between Umtali and Salisbury and Umtali and Beira. The following timetables are taken from 
Postal Notice No. 11 of  1938, effective from 21st March: 

Figure 20
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Dep. Umtali Tues., Fris. & Suns. 07.30 Mons., Weds., Thurs. & Sats. 07.40 
Arr. Salisbury Tues., Fris. & Suns. 16.30 Mons., Weds., Thurs. & Sats. 17.40 

Thus the cover was sent to Salisbury by the Saturday train (18th June being a Saturday). 
The train services from Umtali to Beira were overnight – and every night – which leaves me wondering why the air 

service was necessary given that mail posted throughout the day could be placed on the night train and be at Beira early 
the next morning! 

Dep. Umtali Suns. & Tues. 18.45 Mons., Weds., Thurs., Fris. & Sats. 18.45 
Arr. Beira Mons. & Weds. 07.00 Tues., Thurs., Fris., Sats. & Suns. 07.35 
After arriving at Salisbury on 18th June, the cover would have been flown to Beira by the RANA Rapide ser-

vice on Sunday 19th June, due to arrive there at 12.45 to connect with Imperial Airways service DN102 which 
departed at 13.55 and arrived Southampton to schedule at 09.30 on the 24th. It was then carried to New York by 
the Nord Deutscher Lloyd ship Bremen, which sailed 25th June and arrived New York 30th. The cover is franked 2 
x 1sh.–2d. per ½ oz. air mail fee to the USA. 
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Saundry R, Where are all the 1921–1926 Argentine River Plate Covers ? 

Where are all the 1921–1926 Period Argentine River Plate 
Air Mail Covers ? 

Richard Saundry.  

Argentina has always been a significant country to collect and study from the aerophilatelic point of  view. What 
has concerned me for some time, however, is lack of  clarity occasioned by a dearth of  consistent information, 
confounded by much possible misinformation and guesswork, about the early years before the arrival of  the 
Compagnie Generale d’Entereprises Aeronautiques (C.G.E.A. or Latecoere) in 1928. There is seemingly, for in-
stance, a great deal of  confusion regarding the early sustained air mail services across the Rio de la Plata (the River 
Plate in English) estuary between the capital cities of  Buenos Aires and Montevideo. We have to ask why are Ar-
gentine air mail covers seemingly so incredibly scarce compared with the more readily encountered Uruguayan 
covers? 

Montevideo was readily reached from Buenos Aires by ship: the 120–mile trip involved an overnight or whole day long 
crossing between the two thriving capitals (they are not directly opposite each other across the river!). There was always 
plenty of  shipping traffic on this route because there was no sensible alternative. The Rio de la Plata estuary is a mighty riv-
er, (actually the confluence of  two rivers, the Parana and the Uruguaya). To complete the journey by rail or road entailed 
travelling so far upstream to reach the river crossings and then to travel back down again on the other side, that this took so 
long that surface transport could not provide realistic competition with ships. 

As early as 2nd September 1917 there was a pioneer air mail flight across the Rio de la Plata when Teodoro Fels crossed 
from Palomar to Colonia del Sacramento carrying possibly as many as 75 envelopes and 96 postal cards. The first attempts 
to provide a scheduled air service between the Argentine and Uruguayan cities, however, were undertaken by a British 
backed airline known as the Compania Rio Platense de Aviacion, (the River Plate Aviation Company). A British former 
Royal Flying Air Corps pilot, Major Shirley G. Kingsley, arrived in Argentina representing George Holt Thomas’ Aircraft 
Manufacturing Co. (Arco) in June 1919 and conducted a series of  demonstration flights using a de Havilland DH16. These 
demonstrations included eleven crossings in the next five weeks between Buenos Aires and Montevideo, together with sor-
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ties to Bahia Blanca, Rosario, Belle Ville, Gualeguay, Colonia and Cordoba, together with one complete circuit of  Uruguay. 
Kingsley determined a more direct route across the River Plate involving a distance of  only 56 miles, could comfortably be 
accomplished with little more than one hour’s flying time. 

After having founded the River Plate Aviation Company, Kingsley awaited delivery of  more aircraft. Failing to get much 
encouragement from the Argentine authorities, however, the River Plate Aviation Company set up its own installations at 
San Isidro (a northern suburb of  Buenos Aires) in May 1920. Meanwhile a French group of  entrepreneurs indicated they 
were setting up a rival company, the Compania Franco–Argentina de Transportes Aereos. Failing to cover costs, Kingsley 
was forced in September 1921 to merge with this French concern, and out of  this merger was born the Compania Rio-
platense de Aviacion. Davies1 tells us that between 17th December 1921 and 30th April 1922, de Havilland aircraft main-
tained regular daily service to Villa Colon on the Uruguay side. The date 17th December 1921 for the first mail carrying 
flight is confirmed in the AAMC2 in the section dealing with early foreign flights, although the catalogue entry here says this 
was the inauguration of  a bi–weekly experimental service (there were ten subsequent flights) and that no less than 1,270 
covers were carried on the reverse inaugural flight Uruguay to Argentina. 

The AAMC makes no mention of  Argentine first flight covers. Goodwin 3 provides much clarity: 

There were 11 exploratory flights made in the first month of operation. Although no mail was flown from Argentina to 
Uruguay, covers were flown on the return inaugural trip on December 17. Additional flights across the Rio de la Plata were 
made in the first quarter of 1922 and were ‘Intended only to test the regularity and rapidity of air service’. As of March 1, 1922 
the company made 84 trips and carried 281 passengers between Buenos Aires and Montevideo. There was no mention of 
airmail. There was, however, an intent to fly airmail between the two cities on days when steamers were not scheduled to 
cross the river. No covers have come to light so it remains uncertain if the intent was translated into practice. 

The 17th December 1921 date for conveyance of  1,270 Uruguay covers across the River Plate is further confirmed by 
H.M. Goodkind 4 who, citing information provided by Philip Silver, reported that in the December 1921 issue of  a 
Uruguayan publication, the “Revista del Centro Collecionistas del Uruguay”, that no less than 1,270 covers franked with the red 
overprinted 25 centesimos stamp (S.G. 376, Scott C2) were flown to Buenos Aires. Illustrated along with Goodkind’s article 
was a cover flown Montevideo to Buenos Aires 21st January 1922. This cover provides good confirmatory evidence that 
Uruguay covers were flown not only on the first flight of  17th November, but also during early 1922. To date I have not 
been fortunate enough to have acquired even one of  the Uruguay covers, let alone one of  the putative Argentine air mail 
covers. Covers from this 1921–1922 service, I suggest, should be classified as being fearfully scarce, if  not rare. 

Goodwin3 tells us that in late 1922 the Argentine authorities decided to inaugurate a trial postal service by plane be-
tween Buenos Aires and Montevideo. The chosen airline was the aforesaid Compania Rioplatense de Aviacion. Meanwhile, 
by this date the company had acquired two Vickers Type 73 Viking IV amphibian aircraft and were able to operate the 
shorter flying distance between Darsena Norte (port for Buenos Aires) and the Muelle Maciel in Montevideo. A daily ser-
vice was expected and an airmail surcharge rate of  30 centavos per 20g. letter rate, or 65g. for printed matter was agreed. 
There would be an Argentine subsidy of  8,000 Pesos per month, but ominously the Post Office reserved the right to pull 
the plug on the operations “whenever they thought fit”. 

Goodwin further tells us there were problems over this subsidy and service did not start immediately. The Compania 
Rioplatense, perhaps as an act of  good faith, began to carry mail on 22nd January 22, 1923 without receiving the promised 
subsidy. I illustrate (Fig. 1. See inner cover pages for the figures. Ed) one such Uruguayan first flight cover. The franking of  30 cen-
tesimos includes an example of  the green overprinted provisional air mail stamp (S.G. 377, Scott C3). Posted Montevideo 
14.00 hrs. 22nd January, the cover was back stamped in Buenos Aires at 09.00 hrs. the following day. The postmarks accord 
with the expected schedule: covers ferried to Argentina were expected to arrive late in the afternoon after the post office in 
Buenos Aires had already shut and therefore would be postmarked the morning of  delivery. Incidentally the AAMC2 is 
guilty of  perpetuating a likely major error when describing both Argentine and Uruguayan early flights: “On March 18, 
1923 service was resumed by a new company Aereos Servicios, Sociedad Argentina. It is not known whether any mail was 
carried on this resumed service”. The date is wrong and the name of  the airline is wrong. As I understand it, the resumed 
Compania Rioplatense service which did not obtain an Argentine governmental subsidy at that time did not last very long. I 
only know of  the existence of  the Montevideo first flight covers and have never learned of  the existence of  covers flown 
from Argentina in early 1923. 

There is, however, an interesting, if  not startling article which I happened upon when browsing the APS Library at 
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania in September 2014. In the November issue of  the “Uruguay Philatelist”5, which I believe but cannot 
now be certain I accessed in a copy of  a Jack Knight Air Log, we read: 

On January 19 and 20, 1923, an “International Air Raid” (Air race) took place in the River Plate. The first day they flew from 
San Isidro to Colon” [I am not sure whether this refers to Colonia del Sacramento or Villa Colon on the Uruguayan side, probably 
the latter] “The second day they made the tour: Colon, Carrasco, Pando, Atlantida, Pando, Colon; total distance about 500 kilome-
ters. Several planes were damaged in the landings and take–offs. The victorious pilot was Major S.G. Kingsley of the Compania 
Rioplatense. On Sunday, Jan. 21, 1923, the following was published in the newspaper “El Dia”: “The aviator S.G. Kingsley, winner 
of the international air race yesterday, will leave tomorrow at 4:00 P.M. for Buenos Aires carrying air mail, regular and registered. 
People who want to send letters should post them at the Central Post Office tomorrow Monday, before 2:00P.M. 
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This was not a regular Monday flight. It was stated by the Post Office that this was a special flight to honour the winner of the 
race. Collectors prepared special covers for this special flight……Most of the covers had the regular green overprint, but there were 
some pieces sent with the blue or red over prints [and one report of a cover with the extremely rare black overprinted stamp] The 
total number of flown pieces is not clear, but it seems there were about 250. 
The unknown author of  this piece then added an understandable, though unfortunately not unique peevish comment: 

I am thoroughly distressed by the listings of Uruguayan Pioneer Flights in the AAMS catalogue. The list of editors is a distin-
guished one, but whoever put together the Uruguayan listings was not using the available literature. Maybe that person knows 
something that I do not but I have been in close correspondence with [several noted] Uruguayan experts, have supplied Dr. Kron-
stein with corrected information for his series in the Airpost Journal, but all of this seems to have never reached whoever did this 
particular job. No effort was made to contact the Uruguayan Collectors Club. We were apparently expected to contact them and 
offer to help. 

Little seems to have changed since 1971. All editors of  air mail catalogues stand accused from time to time of  not up-
dating information provided them by specialist collectors. What is indefensible about the erroneous AAMC listings is that 
wrong or misleading information was carried forward from the 4th to the 5th editions without apparently ever having been 
checked or amended, and since that time has seemingly not been queried. I mention this because I believe this far from 
unique example of  the perpetuation of  unchecked errors, does explain in part why we are even today still in a bit of  a mud-
dle over the trans–Rio de la Plata listings. I pray the current presentation does not serve to further compound the injury, but 
provide clarity. 

What I now suggest, in light of  the 1971 report in the Uruguay Philatelist 5 is that most, if  not all the Montevideo to 
Buenos Aires air mail covers of  22nd January 1923 were special covers devised to honour the victorious winner of  the air 
race, not covers flown on any regular flight of  the Compania Rioplatense service. 

Proven ability of  the Compania Rioplatense to maintain a sustained air mail service ultimately encouraged the Argentine 
Post Office to implement a regular official trans–Rio de la Plata air mail service at the end of  1923. A subsidy of  4,500 pesos 
per month was granted to the airline and established 28th December. For the very first time we have an official Argentine air 
mail service. On the inaugural flight to Montevideo on 1st January 1924 a total of  380 covers were reportedly flown. I 
show, (Fig. 2) one such first flight cover. Posted in Buenos Aires the previous day, there are on the back impressions from a 
Buenos Aires machine cancellation used at 5–6 PM 31 December and again at 11–12 AM 1 January, together with the slo-
gan “SERVICIO POSTAL / AEREO / BUENOS AIRES – MONTEVIDEO”. There is also a discernible Montevideo 
arrival date stamp for 15.00 hrs. 2nd January, unfortunately largely obscured by the Argentine machine mark. The franking 
of  20 centavos is not without interest. Goodwin tells us the air surcharge rate was 15 centavos the first 20g., 25 centavos up 
to 50 g. and 50 centavos up to 100g. or fraction thereof. In 1924 the surface letter rate between members of  the Pan Ameri-
can Postal Union in 1924 was 5 centavos. Thus the 20 centavos franking was correct. Two weeks into the service, however, 
a government decree of  11th January 11 1924 reduced the air surcharge rate to 10 centavos per 20g. Then, once again, for 
financial reasons, the government withdrew its subsidy and the service was suspended at the end of  March. 

To date the only 1924 Argentine air mail cover I have secured is the first flight cover (Fig. 2.) I suggest Argentine Rio de 
la Plate air mail covers from early 1924 should be classified as howlingly rare. In contrast Uruguayan covers dated up to the 
end of  March are commonly encountered. What proportion of  these Uruguay covers are commercial or philatelic we are 
left to speculate. Following the resumption of  air service on 2nd January 1924 the Uruguay Post Office issued a set of  three 
air mail postage stamps denominated 6 centesimos (blue), 10 centesimos (red) and 20 centesimos (deep blue–green), (S.G. 
436–438, Scott C4–C6). Uruguay postage stamps have always had their loyal band of  followers and a fair proportion of  the 
covers we see were patently philatelic (see Fig. 3). In contrast, in 1924 Argentina did not issue special air mail postage 
stamps. It may well be that in the early 1920s most collectors in South America were not really interested in collecting air 
mail covers from the postal history point of  view, but were only interested in acquiring the covers because they were 
franked using attractive air mail postage stamps. Whatever the reason, we have to emphasise over and over again surviving 
Argentine air mail covers are scarce whereas the Uruguayan covers are comparatively common. Certainly the Argentine 
Post Office cannot be accused of  not advertising the service. I have seen ordinary domestic Argentine covers arriving in 
Buenos Aires with slogan arrival machine postal marks advertising the Rio de la Plata air mail service. I have, for instance, in 
my collection a domestic cover from the Patagonian port of  Comodoro Rivadavia 2nd February 1924 which upon arrival 
on 11th February in Buenos Aires was postmarked “UTILICE SERVICIO / POSTA AEREO / CON MONTEV-
IDEO” (“Use the air mail service to Montevideo”.) 

Irrespective of  the reason, the air service foundered at the end of  March 1924, either through lack of  patronage or 
through withdrawal of  the post office subsidy. And that is the last we hear of  the Compania Rioplatense de Aviacion. 

We now move to 1926 when another aviation outfit tried to organise a regular air mail service across the Rio de la Plata. 
Davies1 reported that between 1st March 1926 and 7th October 1927 Junkers–G 24 and F 13 floatplanes of  the Junkers 
Mission of  Aero Lloyd were used to carry mail between Buenos Aires and Montevideo. Davies also tells us the Junkers 
Mission completed 436 flights at a regularity of  97.3%, with a frequency of  three per week encouraged by a subsidy of  
3,000 pesos per month.  
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The Aero Field listing of  Uruguay6 tells us the Junkers service started 3rd March and only lasted until the end of  May. I 
have seen covers posted from Montevideo 2nd June and 11th June 1926 so the Aero Field listing is obviously inaccurate with 
respect to dates. We also have to point out that on 3rd March 1926 the Uruguay Post Office issued a new set of  air mail 
stamps, four values this time denominated 6 centesimos (blue), 10 centesimos (red), 20 centesimos (green) and 25 centesi-
mos (bright violet), (S.G 495–598, Scott C10 – C13) showing an albatross in flight. I am sure many air mail catalogue editors 
were beguiled by the date of  issue of  the Uruguay stamps. I show, (Fig. 4) a Uruguayan first flight cover definitely flown 
Montevideo to Buenos Aires two days earlier on 1st March 1926. Posted at 16.00 hrs. in the afternoon and back stamped in 
Buenos Aires with an air mail c.d.s. at 19.00 hrs. this cover arrived at destination only three hours after posting. The franking 
of  11 centesimos was presumably computed as 5 centesimos surface letter rate plus 6 centesimos air surcharge (per 5g.?). In 
this case the air mail surcharge rate was pre–paid using a 6 centesimos stamp that had been issued for the 1924 air service. 
Uruguay air covers for March to May 1926 are relatively commonly encountered – if  you don’t believe me, check the ebay 
offerings – and are, to my mind, generally only worth a fraction of  what the dealers usually try to sell them for. What often 
confuses dealers and collectors alike is that the 1926 Uruguay registered air mail covers have the postage stamps cancelled 
by a large boxed postmark reading “SERVICIO POSTAL AEREO / MONTEVIDEO – BUENOS AIRES” struck in 
red. These are invariably misinterpreted by ill–informed vendors as being first flight cachets. They are nothing of  the kind. 
These large boxed cancellations were routinely used in 1926 to cancel stamps on registered air mail covers. 

History, unfortunately has a habit of  repeating itself. I cannot be certain, but I believe the Junkers service only lasted for 
the first half  of  1926, not October 1927. Again, Uruguayan covers from this 1926 Junkers service are, I am in danger of  
repeating ad nauseam, frequently encountered, whereas in contrast the Argentine covers are comparatively scarce. Argentine 
covers from 1926 do exist: I have commercial covers dated 9th April and 28th May 1926, both being franked 20 centavos. 

All in all, it is a real mystery why throughout this whole period 1921 – 1926, Argentine air mail covers are so very scarce 
whereas Uruguayan covers are comparatively more common. By the very fact the Montevideo Post Office issued special air 
mail stamps, this made Uruguayan covers infinitely more desirable from the point of  view of  stamp collectors of  the time 
compared with the reduced general attractiveness of  the contemporary Argentine covers. A greater proportion of  
Uruguayan covers may consequently have been contrived or conversely may have been saved. The collection and study of  
Uruguay postage stamps formerly had a very large following, especially in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, whereas by 
contrast contemporary interest in Argentine stamps and cover collecting was at that time generally much less popular. This 
would explain in part the possible enhanced survival of  many Uruguayan air mail covers. But this explanation is, I would 
suggest, not on its own entirely satisfactory. I believe the Rio de la Plata air service was almost certainly always less well pa-
tronised by Argentine business correspondents than their Uruguayan counterparts. In contrast to the Uruguay Post Office, 
encouragement by the Argentine authorities was patently lukewarm. It may well be that Buenos Aires commercial houses 
also saw little reason to utilise the air service since the gain was only a matter of  hours in being able to reach Montevideo by 
air compared with the much cheaper surface service. 

Whatever the reason(s), Argentine air mail covers to Uruguay are definitely much scarcer than covers flown the reverse 
direction. I trust the current presentation will help clarify much of  the perceived muddle surrounding the Rio de la Plata air 
mail services in the early 1920s. If  readers can provide further information or can correct anything I have presented here, I 
would be delighted to hear from you. 
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(5) Anon. The Uruguay Philatelist, Vol. 11 (No. 3) August 1971, pp. 58–59. 
(6) “Uruguay Check List” by John C.W Field, reprinted from “The Aero Field” (Sutton Coldfield, England, undated, but circa 

1950) 
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Symons J, Beyond the Bounds of Aerophilately 

Beyond the Bounds of Aerophilately 

John C Symons 

There has been a noticeable trend in recent issues of  aerophilatelic journals to publish articles relating to history, 
economic, military and social in particular over recent months1 involving the examination of  covers, either indi-
vidually or as a sequence for but not for matters explicitly aerophilatelic. Such research in respect of  covers has of  
course been limited to the names of  the writer, the recipient and their respective addresses. Much more informa-
tion can be gleaned when the original letter accompanied the mailing. This article examines some of  the covers in 
my collection which were purchased with their original contents. 

The first cover (Figure 1) is as relevant to aerophilately as it is to the subject of  this article. Posted in Bolton 
Lancashire on 22nd November 1938 it was forwarded overland to Southampton via London, from where it de-
parted on 25th November on board the Imperial Airways’ Empire flying boat Calpurnia. Two days later as the air-
craft made its approach across Lake Habbaniyah in bad weather the flying boat undershot the landing zone and 
crashed. A considerable quantity of  mail was recovered, and much of  it dried and forwarded to its destination. 
The cover illustrated in figure 1 addressed to a Mr Harold E Hodgson living in Adelaide Australia, where it was 
delivered on 4th January 1939. 

The letter contained within the cover, written just under two months after the British prime minister Neville 
Chamberlain and Adolf  Hitler signed the Munich Agreement at the end of  September, and who on his return to 
London proclaimed ‘peace in our time’. The letter enclosed lends little credence to his claim. Particularly so in the 
context of  the The Emergency Powers (Defence Act) of  August 19382 which made provision for the recall of  
reservists and the implementation of  civil defence measures., thereby contradicting Britain’s so–called lack of  pre-
paredness for war, certainly on the civil front. 

  
The letter written by Leslie J Aitchison is a forerunner of  today’s omnibus letters enclosed with the annual 

Christmas card describing as it does the major personal events of  the past year. Following a brief  reference to the 
recent cricket tour of  England by the Australians and their success in retaining the Ashes, he goes on to describe a 
14 day ‘holiday’ on a Fleetwood trawler off  the west coast of  Scotland which cost him 2s 6d per day! But of  
greater relevance is the efforts made in the field of  civil defence.  

He writes: 
We have been very busy this past 12 months with air–raid & gas training. As a Muncipal (sic) employee I had my 

training long before the recent scare. 

Figure 1
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I daresay that you will have received papers from your family & details of all the feverish activity which was going 
on when we nearly got dragged into another war. … 

I saved a local paper giving details of how to construct an air raid shelter but unfortunately it was used later to light 
a fire. 

We have all been issued with gas masks & personally I think within 2 years there will be every likelihood that they 
will be used. 

You are fortunately well away from the scene of activities. I don’t quite know how much of this subject is of interest 
to you as your family being in London. I daresay you will have been kept well posted with events. 

In all the parks & in the congested areas in every town in England are trenches being prepared for the population 
to take retreat in a case of emergency although as a general rule people are advised to keep to their own premises. 

Whilst wide of  the mark on one issue, what he describes is a comprehensive programme of  works of  civil 
national defence. 

Figure 2 is an illustration of  the second cover in this sequence. Two features are noteworthy, firstly the post-
mark dated 1st September 1939, and secondly the manuscript routing indicator ‘Basel 2’. The date is that on which 
German forces marched into Poland, marking the outbreak of  World War II. This is particularly pertinent in the 
context of  the situation in Europe, and the content of  the letter enclosed within the cover. It was written by Bob-
bie Shepard to his mother living in Palo Alto California on 31st August. He and his sister (or wife) Maryanne were 
staying at the Hotel Merkur in Interlaken Switzerland, and who would appear to be on an extended tour of  Eu-
rope. 

   
He writes: 

We are now in Switzerland and will be here until we are sure of getting out to München if no war & getting a boat if 
war … We have been told by many people that there will be no war …  

This was not there experience when they tried to enter France from Switzerland. 
We had a very interesting experience which will be in the diary when I get caught up and that is, yesterday 

Maryanne and I went to the French border after luncheon  – we stayed in a little town on the French–Swiss border. We 
wanted to go across the border and take a peek at the town but of course were stopped by soldiers. When we showed 
our passports the officials didn’t know what to do. Finally we thought our boat was coming so we tried our best to return 
but couldn’t get our passports, when we did ran down the hill & the boat was not in sight… 

Unsurprisingly the French were very jittery. Mother was probably not amused. No doubt the next day our two 
travellers went about “getting a boat”. The cover and letter were probably flown by Swissair to Britain via Basel 
and from there by Imperial Airways (3rd September from Southampton) or Pan American Airways (6th Sep-
tember from Foynes, Eire) to the US. 

 The next six years most communications were subject to censorship greatly limiting factual reporting, creat-
ing somewhat bland correspondence like the following extract from a letter written by a soldier based at the 
Headquarters of  the Military Railroad Service, European Theater of  Operations in France on 2nd May 1945 to 
his wife in Chattanooga Tennessee: 

Figure 2
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I wish I could tell you some of the experiences Iv’e been through but I can’t yet. I only wish the Americans could 

see the French people and their towns. They dress worse than any hired man you ever had, Iv’e never felt so sorry for 
anyone. Children over here look almost starved. Well, I hope when you receive this the war will be over, … 

He soon got his wish, for within the week the war in Europe ended. To be more precise on 8th May 1945, VE 
Day. 

With the end of  hostilities thoughts turned to locating and detaining those considered to be the architects of   
the conflict with a view of  bringing them to trial for war crimes. On 19th November 1945 there commenced the 
trials of  the Nazi leaders for crimes committed during World War II by the International Military Tribunal at 
Nuremberg Germany3. The two letters that follow were written by Thomas Haynes, a civilian staff  member of  the 
Tribunal. In the archives of  the United States Holocaust Museum his role is stated to be that of  court reporter. 
The content of  the first of  the two letters (both addressed to Mr Harry Little of  Chicago, Illinois) written on 29th 
May, and postmarked 30th is mainly of  a social nature (Figure 4). The following gives a flavour of  the social activi-
ties of  a Tribunal staff  member: 

  
I continue my practice of dashing off on little trips over the weekends. My most recent jaunt was to Augsburg. The 

town is considerably less interesting than some of the others that I have visited, but the trip was made very pleasant by 
(a) my young lady interpreter (b) by that lush, beautiful countryside that invariably makes me wish that Germany could 
learn to behave itself so that I could like it better. Here in Nurnberg I divide my evenings between S and L (Ed. Single 

Figure 3. The V–Mail service was a system of micro–filming onto 16mm film 
using specially designed stationery. Where there was no processing facility, the mail 
was sent over normal channels. (Ed: Sherman L, The USPO in WWII, pg 194)

Figure 4
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and Looking, the Free Dictionary, http://acronyms.thefreedictionary.com/S%26L). Both are most engaging, but exhaust-
ing. This evening I am a very tired old man after four or five successive evenings of serious drinking. 

He concludes the first letter with an amusing anecdote: 
The other evening I called for a cab to take me home from the girl friend's house. A cab turned up with unprece-

dented rapidity, and I grabbed it. Subsequently, I remarked to the young lady that this was probably not my taxi and 
that in any more ethical environment than the ETO (Ed. European Theatre of Operations) I would feel a little guilty 
about grabbing it off in that manner. She said I needn't have worried, that at 12:30 (half an hour after curfew) another 
cab appeared, honked furiously. Then an officer poked his head out of the girls' billets across the street and called in a 
very cross voice, "I called and said I wouldn't need a cab; I've changed my mind.” 

The second letter, dated 22nd June (Figure 4. Cover identical to that of  the first Haynes letter, except for date) 
enclosed in this cover, is considerably more revealing than the first with respect to the War Crime Trials. Specific 
mention is made of  the accused Von Papen, one of  whose interrogators was Haynes. He found him  

… smart and suave and a match for the US prosecuting lawyers. He hoped that Sir David Maxwell–Fyfe would 
undertake the examination, a much more formidable prosecutor than those on the US team. 

His hopes were realised, but to no avail. Von Papen was found not guilty of  War Crimes, and one of  only 
three accused to be acquitted.  

He writes:  
We are now working on the second from the last of the cases on individual defendants. After that come the orga-

nizations. Then, I hope, a long recess while the Court writes its decision and I go wandering about Europe––Paris, 
London, Scandinavia. After that I shall be at loose ends. I am not yet ready to come back to the States to live, and 
there is ample opportunity for me to remain on here. If I'm lucky, I may contrive to get a month's leave in the States 
(plus travel time, that is) and then return here for another year or so. 

We finished Von Papen's case a few days ago. It proved to be one of the most interesting of the entire lot. I had 
had Von Papen in interrogations and knew just how smart and suave he is. For that reason, I hoped that the British 
Prosecutor, Sir David (Maxwell–Fyfe, 1900–1967. British Conservative politician, government minister, lawyer and 
judge ), would handle his case in Court. I knew that none of the Americans was a match for him. He would have made 
a bigger fool of Jackson (US Supreme Court Justice Robert H. Jackson, 1892–1954) than Goering or Schacht did, and 
he would probably have emerged from an American cross–examination as head of the American Military Government. 

Fortunately, Sir David did do the cross–examining and brought to it a brilliance and a suavity on a par with von 
Papen's. The result was intriguing to hear. It must be admitted that on a purely factual basis, the case against von Pa-
pen is not clear–cut. He did play a principal part in bringing Hitler to power in the first instance, and he did take part in 
Hitler's government. But it is unlikely that he, as an aristocratic old conservative, had any real sympathy for the radical-
ism of the Nazis. He knew about the rottenness of the Nazis and about their reliance on such instruments as the con-
centration camp, but he remained with them. He did, of course, resign his position in the domestic administration, but in 
eleven days he had accepted a diplomatic job, representing the Nazi government abroad. This presents a moral issue 
which gains piquancy from the fact that Papen is not the type from which Nazis are made. He is, instead, a gentlemen 
of family, culture and intelligence, from whom one might expect better things. His contention on that score is that he 
remained in association with Hitler, first, out of patriotism for Germany, and secondly in the hope of influencing and 
modifying policies from within the government. If we assume for a moment at least that that is true, is it a valid defense 
for the fact that he did undoubtedly advance the interests of the Nazi Party and the Nazi State? And what would we do 
if we were important people in the American government at a time when Bilbo (Theodore,1877–1947, Democrat. Be-
lieved that black people and Jews were inferior, defended segregation, and was a member of the Ku Klux Klan.) or 
Rankin (Jeannette, Republican,1880–1973. A lifelong pacifist, she was one of 56 members of Congress who voted 
against entry into World War I in 1917, and the only member of Congress to vote against declaring war on Japan after 
the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941.) say, achieved the presidency? Would patriotism induce us to stay on, despite the 
obnoxiousness of the country's leadership? I doubt if it would me, but there is also the other question of whether it, 
would be proper to remain in the hone of influencing policy. Trés intesserant, if my spelling is right, and I doubt it.  

Von Papen was the Chancellor of  Germany in 1932 and Vice–Chancellor under Hitler in 1933–34, ambas-
sador to Austria 1934–38 and ambassador to Turkey 1939–44. Although acquitted at Nuremberg, von Papen was 
reclassified as a war criminal in 1947 by a German de–Nazification court, and sentenced to eight years' hard 
labour. He was acquitted following appeal after serving two years. 

On 1st September the Court adjourned to consider their verdicts on the accused, these were delivered on 30th 
September and 1st October 1946. 

This small selection of  covers and their enclosures (and the many references) give a good idea what can be 
found with an examination of  covers and their content, and should be an encouragement to examine our collec-
tions more closely and determine how far it is possible to extend our knowledge  beyond the strict boundaries of  
aerophilately. 
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Symons J C, First Transatlantic air service to the Arctic 

First Transatlantic air service  
to the Arctic 

John C Symons 
First published in the December 2012 issue of  Air Mail Gazette, No. 42. 

At 14:13hrs BST on 5th August 1939 Imperial Airways’ S23 Empire C class flying boat G–AFCV Caribou lifted off  from the 
calm surface of  Southampton Water on its inaugural Transatlantic flight to New York, via Foynes in Eire, Botwood in New-
foundland and Montreal. There were no passengers, her payload being mainly mail, much of  which was philatelic, collectors 
seeking a record of  this auspicious first flight by a scheduled British aircraft across the North Atlantic. There were some 
25,000 covers specially printed by Imperial Airways, and many more unofficial covers prepared by dealers and individual col-
lectors, plus commercial mail. But one cover was exceptional, if  not unique. It was posted in Banbury on 4th August, and was 
charged 1s 6d, 1s 3d postage and 3d registration fee, probably philatelic in intent given the endorsement: 

By Imperial Airways Ltd 
First Trans–Atlantic Air Service. 

The writer was also very concerned with the routing, adding: 

Via Southampton – Montreal 
Edmonton – Aklavik 

  

It was that final name, coupled with the address that would surely have set this cover apart from the remainder of  the 
mail carried. The probability of  another cover addressed to the remote Hudson’s Bay Company’s outpost at Fort Ross, some 
380 miles north of  the Arctic Circle in Northern Canada being carried on that flight must be as remote as the address itself   
(Figure 1). This article traces the history of  this cover from its departure from Banbury, Oxfordshire to its return to Britain, 
for as can be seen it was NOT CALLED FOR. 

Figure  1: Banbury to Fort Ross,
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There were two cancellations applied to the cover at the point of  departure, the acknowledgement of  the payment of  the 

registration fee, and the despatch postmark, the latter figuring on both the obverse and reverse of  the cover (Figure 2). From 
Banbury the cover would have been forwarded by rail to London, there it would have again been sorted, and sent to 
Southampton with the rest of  the Transatlantic mail, again by rail. 

After a brief  stop in Foynes, Caribou took off  at 19:00hrs BST, and following in–flight refuelling set course for Botwood, 
which was reached at 11:00hrs Newfoundland Standard Time on 6th August. Again following a brief  stop, the aircraft depart-
ed for Montreal at 13:20hrs local, arriving at 07:08hrs Eastern Standard Time (EST), and in accordance with the manuscript 
instruction the cover was offloaded and placed into the care of  the Canadian postal authorities, who applied the transit can-
cellation illustrated in figure 3. 

From Montreal the cover was flown to Lethbridge, Alberta. It was carried by Trans–Canada Air Lines (TCA) on their 
daily Montreal to Vancouver service designated Trip No.1. It departed from St. Hubert airport at 21:15hrs EST on 6th Au-
gust, scheduled to arrive at Lethbridge the following day at 08:55hrs Mountain Standard Time (MST) the following day, and 
from there was forwarded to Edmonton, via Calgary, on TCA’s daily feeder service Trip No. 7. This departed later the same 
morning at 09:15hrs MST, scheduled to arrive some two hours later at 11:25hrs MST on 7th August.1 At Edmonton the cover 
received a second transit cancellation (Figure 4), while it awaited the next stage of  its carriage to the north. It at this point the 
route taken becomes more and more difficult to determine. The next postal marking to be applied is an arrival cancellation at 
Aklavik, dated 18th August. Aklavik is located on the Arctic coast at the mouth of  the Mackenzie River in Canada’s North 
West Territory. The most likely route taken was via Fort McMurray to where Canadian Airways Ltd operated a weekly service, 
flight 2–A, departing on a Wednesday. Therefore the cover would have left Edmonton on 9th August, arriving at Fort McMur-
ray the same day.2 Chronologically, the next cancellation is that recording the cover’s arrival at Aklavik (Figure 5), this is dated 
18th August. In 1931 the first mail deliveries were made to the settlements along the Mackenzie River terminating at Aklavik 
by W R ‘Wop’ May’s company Commercial Airlines. Towards the end of  the decade the contract was taken over by Canadian 
Airways Ltd. However, there is no readily available evidence to confirm Canadian Airways’ carried this cover to Aklavik. The 
only readily accesible timetable, that of  May 1937, shows no service that fits with the dates on the Edmonton and Aklavik 
postmarks. It is of  course a contemporary timetable would contradict this conclusion. The other possibilities are that it trav-
elled up the Mackenzie River, or it was flown by an ad hoc charter or supply flight. 

The cover remained for some time at Aklavik, but by early December it was decided it could not be delivered, and should 
be returned to the sender, where upon the informational NOT CALLED FOR and instructional RETURNED TO cachets were 
probably applied. However, before proceeding to describe the cover’s return to England it is appropriate to ascertain why the 
cover could not be delivered. Its final destination, Fort Ross, was a Hudson’s Bay Company trading post situated 378 miles 
north of  the Arctic Circle on the south east corner of  Somerset Island, and not Boothia Peninsula as per the address on the 
cover. Additionally, it was some 1,000 miles from Aklavik. The post was established in 1937, but due to the difficulties experi-
enced with resupply it was evacuated in 1948. For administrative purposes Fort Ross was designated part of  the western re-
gion of  the Hudson’s Bay Company’s operations, and supported from the company’s offices in Aklavik. It was from there the 
annual supply vessel, a schooner also named Aklavik would depart. An exact departure date is not known, but arrival at Fort 
Ross was usually planned for early September, any later and the post would be cut off  by the arrival of  the ice–pack, prevent-
ing the Aklavik from reaching her destination. An indication of  the departure can be gleaned from the other supply vessel, 
the RMS Nascopie, which served the eastern half  of  the Company’s outposts. In 1936 she sailed from Montreal on 14th July; it 
would therefore seem reasonable to conclude the Aklavik departed on and around the same time.3 Put simply, the cover 
missed its connection. It is ironic that one of  the passengers on the Aklavik was William Gibson, the cover’s addressee, who 
was on his way to Fort Ross to take up a new appointment as post manager.4 

Exactly when the cover commenced its return journey is not known, but was most probably early December, for by 12th 
December it had arrived back in Edmonton, confirmed by the transit cancellation illustrated in figure 6. The normal proce-
dure for the return of  a cover to the sender was for it to be carried by sea and overland as appropriate. In this instance it was 
likely the cover would have been flown to Fort McMurray given the difficulty in overland travel, before being carried forward 
by rail to Edmonton. From Edmonton the cover continued its carriage across Canada, arriving at Montreal on 13th Decem-
ber, confirmed by the partial cancellation illustrated in figure 7. This very indistinct cancellation has been identified as reading 
MONTREAL B & F MAIL/18/ DEC 13/ 39, where B & F is an abbreviation for British & Foreign.5 By this time of  year Mont-
real would be inaccessible to the Transatlantic liners, and the cover would have been forwarded to Halifax, Nova Scotia, the 

Figure 2. Banbury postmarks.
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winter terminal for the liners, being placed aboard one of  Canadian Pacific Steamship Company’s liners destined for Glasgow, 
Liverpool and Southampton. At which port the cover was offloaded is, of  course, not known, nor to what extent the route 
would have been modified, for by the date of  sailing the Europe was at war, following Germany’s invasion of  Poland, and 
Great Britain’s and France’s declaration of  war on September 4th 1939. Regardless of  the port at which the cover was off-
loaded, it was forwarded to Northampton, arriving there on 27th December, and no doubt delivered that or the following day 
(Figure 8). 

Thus ended the carriage of  a cover destined for a trading post deep in the Arctic regions, which failed to reach its desti-
nation having “missed the boat” for that year, only to be returned to an address in Northampton 145 days after it had been 
posted in Banbury, and to a country which was at war with its European neighbour. 
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Crewe D, Cover salvaged from the Charles Haar crash January 1938 

Cover salvaged from the Charles Haar crash January 1938 

Duncan Crewe 

On the 4th January 1938 the Lufthansa JU 52/3m Charles Haar (D-ABUR) was operating a scheduled service 
from Milan to Germany when it crashed in a snowstorm as it was preparing to land at Frankfurt. All six on 
board, three crew and three passengers were killed. The subsequent enquiry found that the crash had been 
caused by severe icing on the wings. A small amount of  mail was salvaged and this cover, posted in Bor-
dighera on 3th January and addressed to Southampton, had reached London by the 6th January. The cachet 
and sealing tape were applied by the British post office. Although the crash is listed in Nierinck no mail had 
been recorded from this accident at the time of  publication. 
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Fig. 3. Registered “double-weight” air mail cover, franked 19 centesimos, Montev-
ideo 28th January 1924 to Buenos Aires. 

  

Fig. 4. True first flight cover by Aero-Lloyd (the Junkers Mission), Montevideo 1st 
March 1926 to Buenos Aires. Postage includes 6 centesimos stamp issued for the 
1924 service. 

✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽ 

Late News – Pillage Trophy, 2017. 

I have finally received confirmation that the 2017 Pillage Trophy, hosted by the AAMS will be held in Sarasota, Florida, in 
February 2017, in conjunction with the annual Sarasota National Stamp Exhibition.  I have yet to be advised of  the actual 
dates, but working on this year and last years dates it is likely to be held over the first weekend, viz.3rd, 4th and 5th February 
(Friday, Saturday & Sunday). This is a first call for BAMS team members. Any member who would care to volunteer to 
provide a 16 page Air Mail entry, please get in touch with myself  or Eddie, with a précis of  their front page. 
Team members are expected to travel with their entry.   The team will consist of  up to six members. Assistance 
with expenses, will be generously provided by Kelleher Auctions, for which we are extremely grateful. 
Details of  hotels, airports etc., will be provided later, and entered onto the British Air Mail Society website. 

Bill Trower  



 

First non–stop Atlantic crossing, 
John Alcock & Arthur Whitten Brown. 

14th/15th June1919

Italian General Balbo’s flight 
from Chicago to Italy, 1933. 

Left, Chicago to Rome. 
Right, St John’s to Naples.



AnnualGeneral Meeting Auction, 4th June 2016 

Last	date	for	Postal	/	Email	Bids	31st	May	2016	
Please	send	bids	to	P.Lister	97	Albany	Park	Avenue,	Enfield	Highway,	EN3	5NX	

Lot Description Reserve

GREAT BRITAIN (INTERNAL)

1
1919 (01.09)  Cover flown London to Manchester during rail strike: this cover was originally designed for 
use by Prisoners of  war  but overprinted OHMS                  

£100

2
1933 (12.04)   GWR/Imperial airways first flight cover from Cardiff  to Plymouth with 3d railway letter 
stamp as acknowledgement of  fee paid : plus GWR 3d air letter stamp, mint,  no 9833                                                                                                 

£40

3
1933 912.04)   GWR/ Imperial Airways : first flight cover from Plymouth to Cardiff  : cachet of  parcels 
office  used to acknowledge fee                                                

£40

4
1933 (15.05)   GWR/ Imperial Airways : flown on day of  issue of  3d air letter stamp (no 222) : Plymouth 
to Cardiff                                                                          

£40

5
1933 (22.05)   GWR/Imperial Airways : first flight Birmingham to Torquay with  GWR air letter stamp no 
512

£20

6
1933 (22.05 : GWR/Imperial Airways : first flight Plymouth to Birmingham : with GWR air letter stamp 
no 859

£20

7
 1933 (22.05)  GWR/ Imperial Airways : First flight Cardiff  to Birmingham : GWR air letter stamp no 
1363                                                                                   

£20

8
1933 (22.05) GWR / Imperial Airways : first flight Birmingham  to Cardiff  toP lymouth with 3d GWR air 
letter stamp no 1309, also route map

£20

9
1933 26.08) International airways : first flight Croydon to Plymouth with 3d vignette autographed by pilot 
S Scott no PO adhesive   

£15

10 1933 (26.08)  International airlines : As Lot 10                                         £15

11 1933 (25.11)  Provincial Airways : first flight Plymouth to London ; with 3d PA vignette £15

12 1933.9.26  Provincial Airways : first flight Croydon to Sothampton : with 3d PA vignette £15

13 1933 (25.11)   Provincial Airways : London to Plymouth to London : 3d vignette: 2  no mint 3d vignettes £15

14 1933 (28.11)  Provincial Airways : first flight cover : Southampton to London : 3d vignette £20

15
1934   (20.02)  Midland and Scottish ferries : Cover flown during British industries Fair in Birmingham : 
London to Birmingham : Cachet                                          

£20

16
Highland Airways Ltd, Western Isles second Sanday emergency service, Kirkwall to Westray, window 
envelope franked 1½d cancelled Kirkwall 25 Jan 37, addressed Mr J Hume, Merchant, Westray and 
backstamped 28 Ja 1937. F.Field guarantee hs verso. Also 250 word newspaper cutting.

£45

17
Great Western Railway, first aerial excursion, Plymouth-Cardiff-Plymouth, POA Cardiff  18/7/34, typed 
'Souvenir o the First Aerial Excursion/ Plymouth-Cardiff/Great Western Railway/July 18th 1934'.

£35

18
11.8.1953 Airway letter 6d + 1d B.E.A. lable cancelled Waterloo Air Terminal with the rare red "Airways 
Letter Service Urgent T.377" label (Lister type 1) on reverse 

£25

19
1975  Collection of  covers (all flown) / artwork for handstamps prepared for APEX Exhibition in 
Manchester 1975 organised by Aero Philatelic Club (25 covers plus artwork items)                                                                                                        

£30

20 11 Oct 1981 First Flight London - Glasgow by Concorde £5

GREAT BRITAIN (EXTERNAL)

21 I.A. FF stage covers London to Cologne, Leipzig, Prague, Vienna and Budapest April 1935 (5 covers) £15

22 1930 (14/4) Cover pmk. London flown on first flight of  Sabena night service to Brussels (b/s 15/4). £15



23 5.7.1935 1½d phoogravure stamp with paquebot posted at sea to Germany, cover has damaged corner £5

24 5.2.1937 regular flying boat service to Egypt, franked 4d Edward VII b/s alexandria £10

25 24.6.1927 to South West Africa last surcharged mail franked 2x3d b/s Windhoek £10

26 27.6.1937 1st All Up to Swaziland franked 1½d endorsed on reverse Received Mbabane 6/7/37 £10

27 1939 (4/8), FFC Southampton - New York (6/8), IA printed cover. Rate 1/3d.  £8

28
1940 (13/4), Sutton Coldfield to Lisbon (24/4), attempted BOAC trial flight cover, probably surface. PC 
66 OPENED BY CENSOR 2280. Franked 2½d.

£8

29
1940 (20/4), Sutton Coldfield to Lisbon (25/4), on reverse m/s ‘3rd Experimental Heston-Lisbon Service 
by BOAC’. Franked 2½d as only a trial flight. PC90 censor seal EXAMINER 5084.

£12

30
9.10.1940 London - China 3/6d meter marks typed 'Via New York & Transpacif  Route' censored, folded 
see note re U Boats 'Happy Time' in North Atlantic Oct 1940.

£20

31
1.8.1941 Altringham - India (Kohat 29th) 5/- rate typed 'Via North atlantic & Trans Pacific' to 2nd Lt 13 
Frontier Force Rifles, censored Calcutta, folded.

£40

32
9.9.1941 Penarth - Hawaii 2/6d (sg476) m/s 'Air Mail via North Atlantic Air Service (FAM18 then 
FAM14) P.O circular 7th Aug 1940 refers

£32

33
Last mail at 2/- rate to South America, London 1/2/38 to Cartagena bs 9/2, rated 2/- for surface to New 
York then OAT Pam Am/Scadta to Colombia.

£25

34
First Flight third stage EAMS, London 27/7/38 to Nauru 25/8, franked 1½d, typed 'First flight/to/
Nauru/at 1½d All Up Rate'

£25

35
First Acceptance 7/2/29 of  British airmail for Algeria 12/2/29 at the new air fee rate od 4dper oz. 
franked 2 ½ + 1/-x4, cancelled Gosport 7 Feb cds, ms ' By All the Way Air'

£35

36
First All Up to Kuwait, bs 29/5, via Basra 27/5, rated 1½d, typed endorsement '1st Air Mail/No Air Fee', 
plain cover,flown Imperial Airways

£35

37
First accept direct to Bermuda rather than via New York, Francis Field envelope franked at 1/3d rate, 
cancelled Sutton Coldfield 1 Aug 1941.

£40

38
2.11.1950 Airway Letter 6d to Kenya, 'Hermes' service via Malta b/s Uplands 5 Nov (05) inverted on 
front from FJField

£6

39
Sheila Scott covers franked 8d 31/5/71 & 3d 22/6/71 special cancel and newspaper cutting 140 x150 mm   
(Sheila with plane)

£10

ANTIGUA

40
First Flight "St John's-San Juan", 26-9-1929; Arr: San Juan, 26-9-1929. This cover was held in San Juan 
until December 6, 1931, franked with US airmail postage and sent to New York via the first flight "San 
Juan-Nuevitas" where it was received on December 11, 1931.

£13

ARGENTINA

41 3.8.1937 Air France cover from Argentina to Germany, franked 50+50+15 £4

AUSTRALIA

42
Perth - Derby route, cover carried on last return flight from Broom to Perth 8 Oct 1928 wih Black cachet, 
4½d adhesive (AAMC #91)

£13

43
Australian National Airways "All Australia" Xmas flight 19.11.1931 - 16.12.1931, purple cachet, franked 
6d + 6d + 2d Sydney to UK

£5

44
26 April 31 Imperial Airways return flight, official long envelope unfolded franked 2d pair, 3d, 1/-, 4d.  
Darwin to UK

£5

45
5.2.1934 Adastra Airways Ltd, Sydney to Bega, franked 2d + 3d (with plate #) Harbour bridge, one of  
twenty signed by pilot F.W.Follet (AAMS#353)

£28

46
5.12.1934 registered New South Wales Imperial/Qantas cover flown to Rangoon Burma, black Air Mail 
handstamp (AAMC# 470h)

£13

47
31.8.1935 Mac Robertson Miller & Imperial Airways, Perth - UK Flight IW172 framnked 5d Glenf?? 
Then 1/- pair + 6d +1d double rate cover backstamped 17 Sept. 

£8

48
10.4.1934 Sydney - New Zealand 'Faith in Australia' purple ff  cachet 7d rate (SG139) return via Kaitaia 
N.Z 14th 7d (SG550) with cachet

£20

Lot Description Reserve



49
27 Oct 1935 McDonald Air Services Ltd. Flown Brisbane - Cooktown franked 3d + 2d backstamped 
Cairns 27 Oct 35 (AAMC #550a)

£13

50
25 Nov 1935 Pt. Lincoln - Adelaide 1st flight by Adelaide Airways Ltd in Short Scion VH-UUT , 
backstamped (AAMC # 559)

£12

51
26 Nov 1935 Adelaide to Melbourne, franked 6d (SG139) 1½d, 2d with Come to Adelaide Centennial 
Exhibition label, signed by pilot H.Kirkman return to sender finger (AAMC #560) photo of  plane.

£20

52
29.8.1939 Rose Bay NSW - Holland (Auckland N.Z 19.7.40 S.F USA 24.7.40) 3/9d purple NZ FAM19 
FF cachet, Holland under German Occupation at the timeof  the flight.

£48

53
29 Oct 1935 Adelaide Airways Ltd Adelaide to Melbourne, addressed to Eustis signed by pilot 
H.G.Kirkman,  40 carried (AAMC 551/2)

£28

54 28 July 1938 First All Up return service to England , J.Stephen cover with his handstamp (AAMC #819) £10

55
11 May 1939 First Flight of  Airlines of  Australia DH89  VH-UZY Cairns to Batavia dispatched from 
Brisbane (Queensland) on 10th b/stamped Cairns 6pm same day (AAMC #858)

£15

56
20.8.1940 Fairligh - England 4/7d rate by Air to Hong Kong, thence FAM14 to USA and sea from New 
York (26th June to Sept 1940 Boyle, page 859) censored.

£48

57
23.10.1940 Double Bay - NSW - Canada 3/11d rate m/s NZ - USA Canada with purple 'California 
Clipper' cachet censored Sydney

£36

58
18.2.1941 Townsville - England 12/10d rate m/s 'Aus/NZ/UK' long envelope, censored, problems on 
FAM19 with 'Honolulu Clipper' (see note) may be reason for double 6/5d rate via Hong Kong on 
FAM14.

£36

59
16.12.47 Sydney to Japan 18.2 resumed Sydney - Japan service, printed company cover with winged logo. 
Signed by pilot Capt.J.G.Morton

£60

AUSTRIA

60
First acceptance from Austria, Vienna to Fort Lamy, 27/2 card flown on 'Edmond Thieffrey' flight 
Brussels to Congo, franked Austria 1925 Air 10g & 30g, billingual French/Flemish cachet. Kohl35.101 A6 
only 20 flown

£50

61  1930, black, grey and orange publicity label for Östrreichse Luftverkehrs. A.G., 66 x 66mm,  £12

62 full gum, attractive.   £40

63
21.2.35 First acceptance to Coquilhatville 28/2 flown on 'Edmond Thieffrey' flight Brussels to Congo, 
franked 10g & 39g, framed billingual cachet

£35

BECHUANANALAND

64 21.8.1939 to S.W.Africa franked 1½d Palapye, b/s Outjo 22.8.39 FF West Coast cachet £6

BELGIUM

65
1934 (7/12) Cover flown on Imperial Airways / Qantas first flight London to Australia. Addressed to 
Rambang, but carried over to Darwin (B/S 20/12 & ‘Missent to’ cachet with Darwin 20/12 pmk.).  B/S 
Laboeanhadji, DEI, 21/12. Large official IA/Qantas cover.

£30

66
23.12.1938 Brussels to Elisabethville 30/12, Christmas and New Year Air France publicity card franked 
1F, aircraft/birds in arrowhead formation design verso

£30

67
1939 (4/8), FFC, Brussels to Lancaster PA (7/8) by first Imperial Airways (IA) service ex Southampton. 
New York transit (6/8). IA printed cover.

£12

68
Belgium acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”. 25-5-1939. Arrival New York, 
27-5-1939.

£10

69
Belgium acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”. 25-5-1939. Arrival New York, 
27-5-1939

£10

BRAZIL

70
7.6.1930 Rio - France (Montpellier 19th) red 'Primeira Maia Aerea Transatlantica Directa, Brasil - Europa' 
cachet on Aeropostal cover 3700Rs seaplane unable toget airbourne after 35 attempts, sent by ship.

£20

71
28.10.1930 Recife - France 3000Rs purple 'Correio Aereo / Linhas C.G.A and Censura cachets. Vargas 
revolt 3 Oct to 3rd Nov 1930.

£16
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72

Inaugural fligth DLH South America-Germany South Atlantic catapult service via 'Westfalen', Rio de 
Janero 7/2/34 to London, via Stuttgart 12/2 , franked 700R postage +$3500 airmail, black 'Deutsche 
Luftpost/Sudamerica-Europa' and red 'Servico-Aero/Transatlantico/Brasil-Europa/Condor-Luftansa' F/
F cachet

£40

73
Unused reply card from Brasil with date cachet 4.2.1934 and also the Condor Lufthansa aero transatlantic 
cachet

£4

74
10.12.1936 Rio - Germany 1500Rs coloured P.C '200a Travessia Aerea Do Atlantico Sul' 'Via Condor - 
Lufthansa' (Dornia over South Atlantic)

£28

75
21.12.1938 Coloured pc to Germany 'Boas Festas' 'Via Condor - Lufthansa' plane over South Atlantic 
c.d.s indistinct

£16

76
1944 (14/3), Santos to London, Natal (Brazil) transit (24/3), clear boxed VIA AFRICA-LISBOA-
LONDRES, Brazilain censor seal, PC90 seal OPENED BY EXAMINER 2569, rate R5800. 

£15

BURMA

77
6.9.1940 Rangoon - USA 3R 15½a (Stamps both sides) purple triangle 'Passed by censor 9 Rangoon' and 
seal believed flown FAM14 from Hong Kong

£16

CANADA

78 1939 (10/8), FFC Montreal - Botwood (10/8) by IA, plain envelope with clear cachet, rate 15c. £8

79
1939 (10/8). FFC Montreal - Foynes, Dublin (11/8) receipt. by IA, plain envelope with clear cachet, rate 
30c.

£8

80 1939 (10/8). FFC Montreal - Souhampton by IA, plain envelope with clear cachet, rate 30c £8

CHILE

81
8.5.28 Doolitle flight, Santiago to Buenos Aires 8/5, black 'Sheild' cachet, addressed to Curtis Aeroplane 
co.

£25

CHINA

82
31.10.1940 Shanghai - England (Honolulu 16/11 - NY 20/11 Lodon 6/12) $6 40c Reg (Delay at Hong 
Kong, Clipper did not leave until 11/11)

£16

COLOMBIA

83
First flight Ibague 23/10/29 to Bogota 23/10, franked 24c canc Scadta cds, blue boxed cachet, white on 
green Scadta etiquette 175 flown

£20

CUBA

84
13.12.1927 Havana to Nottingham ?30/12, underpaid commercial notary cover endorsed 'By Air Mail 
New York', franked 5c, framed hexagonal 'T' and '5D/620' postage due markings with added GB 2d & 3d 
postage dues.

£30

CURACAO

85
1.12.1943 Registered letter from Curaco to New York on the first flihght with cachet on reverse. The four 
stamps are overprinted for the Dutch Prisoner of  War relief  fund. New York arrival cachets on reverse 
dated 4.12.1943

£20

DOMINICA REPUBLIC

86
First flight “Santo Domingo-Port au Prince”, 5-12-1927;  Arr: Port au Prince,6-12-1927. Signed by pilot 
Rowe

£12

DENMARK

87
Ussing flight, Copenhagen to Roskilde, POA 12/5, franked 5o, 'Besorget Med Danmarks/12 Maj 
1914/1ste Flyvpost' and violet dr.circular 'Bornehjaelps' cachet special 'Bornehjaelpsdagen 1914PC. Scarce

£45

DUTCH EAST INDIES

88 25.11,1931 Registered cover to Cape Town S.A. franked 2g48 b/s £18

ECUADOR

Lot Description Reserve



89

First Flight Salinas 29.4.30 to Guayaquil 29/4, franked 60c, Panagra 'Guayaquil-New York 3½ day Rapid 
Service' and 'Primer Despacho/Salinas-Guayaquil' cachets The PO also applied a 'Primer Correo Aereo/
Guayaquil-Salinas/ 6 Mayo 1930' cachet versofor the return flight although even though the intended date 
was not until May 6

£30

EGYPT

90
1942 (13/2) Forces honour envelope, franked 10d with GB stamps, cancelled ‘Egypt postage prepaid’ to 
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia. Censor cachet.

£8

91
1942 (7/4) Cover franked with two 3d GB stamps & 4d South Africa stamp, cancelled ‘Egypt postage 
prepaid’ to East London, South Africa. Censor cachet.

£6

ESTONIA

92
Narva Vaskai 19/8/35 to Milan 22/8, via Brenner Pass, registered cover franked Arms of  Estonia 1sx2, 
4s,8s,12s,15s and 25s, violet triangular plane cachet. Sender's address has been excised neatly from flap.

£30

FRANCE

93 10.12.1924 commercial envelope from Paris to Argentina relating cinemato machines. £4

94
16.10.1926 Bernard & Guilband to Madagascar, Las Palmas - Mauritania stage, ppc franked 25c b/s, 
cachet (14 cards carried)

£25

95
1934, Air France red and blue English-language label, 52 x 74mm, ‘New Night Air Mail’ with route map 
of  destinations. Gummed at top. Attractive.

£12

96
4.9.1937 Paris - Guadeloupe (13th) 12fr 65 Reg. purple Air France '1st Service to French Antilles' cachet 
flown by 'Ville de Montevideo' then PAA from Brasil

£24

97 P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”. 25-5-1939, with rare blue cachet. £6

10 Sept 1960 FirstFligt U.A.T DC8 Airliner Abidjan - Dakar / Paris (2 covers) £8

FRENCH INDIAN SETTLEMENTS

98
27.4.1940 Pondicherry to Marseilles 7/6 uncensored WW11 pre Armistice airmail franked 1936 
International Exhibition Paris 50c, red framed 'Delai de Garde/Expire/a Reresenter' hs.

£30

GERMANY

99
1932 (19/1) Postcard from Munich flown to Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia, on first flight of  Imperial 
Airways regular service to Cape Town. Strasbourg aerophilately & stamp exhibition label. Backstamped 
Alexandria 23/1. & Salisbury 31/1.

£36

100
1934 (7/12) Cover from Berlin flown on Imperial Airways / Qantas first flight to Australia. B/S Sydney 
21/12. Addressed to New Zealand.

£38

101
1.2.1935 Berlin - Brasil (San Paulo 8th) Red '1 Jahr/Deutscher Postflug/Europa - Sud America' cachet 
1rm 50 rate slight crease

£16

102 24.10.1935 registered cover complete with full set of  Sdanzig air post stamps for the flight to Dresden. £8

103
3.3.1936 Hamberg - Brasil (Rio 7th) 4rm 30 Reg. Buisness papers 60gm Red Circular Lufthansa cachet 'e' 
South Atlantic crossing by 'Boreas'

£16

104
23.2.1937 flown envelope Germany to Sweeden relating the neutal Sweden as a contact point for the 
probllems of  Poland.

£4

105
7.2.1952 Official luftpost brief  from the British Zone, Germany to Toronto, Canada. The message is 
written on the inside of  the letter as per the regulations.

£5

GOLD COAST

106 3.3.1937 to GB, franked 1/6d Accra with Aermaritime 1st voyage cachet, b/s Sekondi £15

GREECE

107
Set of  Aero Espresso Co. air stamps issued 23 Oct 1926 semi official  for 3 months as Post Office did not 
register with UPU until Jan 1927.

£10

108 F.J.F Blue Folder (no cover) 1st Imperial airways flight £6

Lot Description Reserve



HONG KONG

109
29.4.1937 (29/4) H.K Air mail cds Hawaii (Honolulu 2/5) $1 80c (SG118c) purple 'Hong Kong to 
Honolulu/Received First Flight FAM 14' cachet

£14

110
5.10.1940 (5/10) Victoria - England $3 65 m/s 'By Trans Pacific Clipper to San Francisco & New York 
thence by sea to England' FAM14 'Philippine Clipper'

£32

111
3.6.1941 to USA (Honolulu 11th - S.F 13th) 47 25 Reg (SG 157/159) censored long envelope, flown by 
'Philippine Clipper' on FAM14

£40

INDIA

112
Stack an Leete, Karachi 14/2/27-Lahore 17/2 Delhi-Karachi 19/2 round trip, 1 anna PSE, 'Air mails of  
India/By light aeroplne/with Stack and Leete' cachet. Few small faint tone spots.

£30

113
RAF Emergency Flood flight Riti 24/8/30 to Jacobadad 6/9, 1/2 anna PSC, violet 'Emergency Air Mail' 
cachet, ms 'Jacobadad by Emergency Air Mmail', signed Stephen Smith.

£50

114
28.3.1941 Calcutta - England 4R 5½a rate (From Dec1940 to April 1941 Boyle page 795) typed 'By Air 
Mail/ India/ Chungking/England' (FAM14) censored

£28

IRAQ

115
1922 (5/12) Pmk. Shaibah (RAF base near Basra). To England. ‘In British Occupation’ 1a postal 
stationery cover uprated with two 4a stamps. B/S Baghdad 7/12.  Flown on RAF Baghdad-Cairo service.

£70

116
1922 (22/2) Basra to Scotland. Flown on RAF Baghdad-Cairo service. Franked 9a (nine 1a stamps).  
(vertical crease, almost unnoticeable on front of  cover).

£29

117
1922 (21/7) OHMS cover Baghdad to England. Flown on RAF Baghdad-Cairo service. Franked wit 5 
‘On State Service’ stamps on back of  cover.   

£40

118
1923 (27/4) Baghdad to England. Flown on RAF Baghdad-Cairo service. Franked 9annas (1a & two 4a 
stamps). Purple cachet ‘By Air Mail Baghdad-Cairo.’

£30

IRELAND

119 1939 (5/8), FFC Foynes - Newfoundland (7/8), IA printed cover, rate 1/3d. FF cachet. £10

120 1939 (4/8), FFC Foynes - Montreal (6/8), IA printed cover, rate 7d (printed paper?). FF cachet. £10

ISRAEL

121
26.4.1951 First Fligh by Scandinavian airways, Israel to Tokyo, Japan by air, Tokyo receives cachet dated 
28.4.1952 franked 120.

£5

ITALY

122 27.5.1933 Express comercial letter flown Italy complete with 1933 Bologna philatelic congress £5

123
2.8.1939 Rome - USA (NY7th) 5L50 rate Reg. typed 'Par Ler Vol Imperial Airways Londres - New 
York' (Aero Field Dec 39 states only 20 items from Italy on this 1st Flight.

£65

124
2.9.1940 picture postcard flown internally from Viapeggio, Italy to Milan. The rectangular cachet and lable 
celebrate a philatelic event.

£4

JAPAN

125
21.8.1929 Tokio - USA (Los Angeles 26th) Post card 1yen 6 sen Circular red cachet 'First Round the 
World flight by Graf  Zeppelin Tokio G.P.O. 1929'

£120

KENYA

126
17.3.1933 Imperial Airways flight AN106 "Horsa" Brakes binding at Entebbe, Nairobi - UK, stamps 
removed to adjust for double weight cover. Long envelope, folded. (info Colley p57)

£35

KENYA, UGANDA, & TANGANYIKA

127
21.10.1951 registered letter for first airmail service by Tanganyika government aeroplane by Darassalam, 
Zanzibar and Mombassa. Reverse has Mombassa cachet dated 21.10.1951 and Darassalan cachet dated 
23.10.1951

£15

LEBANON
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128
1930 (1/4) Registered cover from Beirut flown on AULO first flight from Damascus to Baghdad (B/S 
3/4). AULO advertising cover. 3 circular blue first flight cachets applied at Damascus. Baghdad “address 
Insufficient’ cachet on front & DLO handstamps on back.

£36

MALAYA

129
Johore 4/3/30 accept for first KNILM regular service from Singapore to Palembang, 5/3, registered 
cover franked Johore 12c, 25c, 'Air Mail/Singapore-Palembang'hs,large black/pale blue etiquette.

£30

130
5.9.1941 Singapore - Philappines (Manilla 12th) 30cts First return flight on FAM 14 extension. One of  
about 40 small envelopes carried (Airpost journal July2013 p277)

£24

131
10.5.1941 Singapore - England $1 95c (changed to $2 next flight) FAM 14 extension first return service. 
One of  the very few small envelopes

£60

MALTA

132
1928 (23/5) Registered cover addressed to India, flown by Imperial Airways from Cairo to Basra. B/s 
Alexandria 28/5, Cairo 30/5, Karachi 7/6, Allahabad 11/6. (Vertical crease).

£34

133
1928 (11/10) Registered cover addressed to Iraq, flown by Imperial Airways from Cairo to Baghdad. B/s 
Alexandria 15/10, Baghdad 19/10. 

£36

134

Accpt 9/5/29 for Australia, by sea to Suda Bay, IAW to Karachi, then sea to Perth to connect with 
Australian Perth to Adelaide airmail service, franked Malta 6d air mail opt +1½d Postage & Revenue opt. 
A Malta Government Notice of  26 April 1929 notified that, as of  May 9, 1929, mails for Australia would 
be accepted for carriage by Perth-Adelaide service. Ironed vertical crease.

£55

MOZAMBIQUE

135
11.6.1937 Registered cover Lourenco Marques - Inhambane, 1st service by I.A 'Centurian'  b/s 
Inhambane 12.6.37

£7

136 10.6.1937 to GB franked 3e55 (triangular stamps) Beira - U.K b/s £7

NEDERLANDS

137
Holland 17/10/34 to Sydney 26/10, official mail carried on the KLM/London-Melbourne/Air Race. Red 
DR and violet 3 line cachets. Flown by Parmentier.

£30

138
Dutch acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Hong Kong-Manila”. 29-4-1937. Cover from Rotterdam, 
20-4-1937.

£18

139
Dutch acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Hong Kong-Manila”. 29-4-1937. Card from Nijmegen, 
20-4-1937.

£18

140 Dutch acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”. 25-5-1939. £10

141
KLM cove salvaged from the Uiver crash  near Rutbah Wells on 19 December 1934. Scorched round 
edges. 28.12.34 cachet on reverse

£20

142 Dutch acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-Lisbon”. 25-5-1939. Arrival Lisbon, 25-5-39. £10

143
Dutch acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”. 25-5-1939. Arrival New York, 
27-5-1939.

£10

144 Dutch acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”. 25-5-1939, with two red cachets. £13

145
Dutch acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”, and forwarded to Paramaribo 
(Suriname). Arrival Paramaribo, 30-5-39

£13

146
Dutch acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”, and forwarded to Curaçao (West 
Indië) Arrival Curaçao, 6-6-1939.

£13

147
Dutch acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”, and forwarded to Baranquilla 
(Colombia). Arrival Baranquilla 31-5-1939

£13

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES

148
20.11.1940 Batavia - England printed matter 15gms at 3cts + 3 times airmail fee of  85cts Total 2g 58c 
censored, FAM 19 & 18

£32

149
30.11.1940 Soerabaja - England typed' By KNILM to Sydney and PAA to San Francisco and onward Air 
Transmission' (FAM 19 / FAM 18) 6G95c (x8 air fee) NEI &GB censors

£24

150
22.3.1941 Palembang - England typed 'Trans Pacific air route Hong Kong to USA and PAA to Europe' 
believed shipped to Hong Kong 1G15cts rate NEI & GB censors

£28
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151
24.4.1941 Batavia - England typed 'By extra KNILM to Manila and onward air transmission' 2G70cts x3 
air fee NEI & GB censors

£24

152
Netherlands Indië acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Hong Kong-San Francisco”. 29-4-1937. Cover 
from Batavia, 9-4-1937.

£15

153
Two Oceans cover Netherlands Indië-Hong Kong-Honolulu-New York and The 
Netherlands .Netherlands Indië acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Hong Kong-San Francisco” and 
further to Holland. Pematang-Siantar, 22-4-1937. Honolulu, 4-5-1937. New York, 6-5-1937.

£25

NEW CALEDONIA

154
21.7.1940 Noumea - USA (LA 24th) 11frs rate First return flight FAM 19 with Green and Black f/f  
cachets

£8

155
28.10.1940 Noumea - USA (Honolulu 30th NY 2/11) 77frs Reg. FAM 19 Philatelic but with attractive 
high value stamps (7f,20f,50f)

£10

NEWFOUNDLAND

156
1939 (3/8), FFC Botwood - Montreal (6/8), addressed Winnipeg. ‘Greetings from Newfoundland’ cover. 
 rate 10c.

£10

157
1939 (6/8), FFC Botwood - New York (6/8), plain cover returned to Sandy Pont Newdoundland with St 
Johns NF (12/8) and Sandy Point (14/8) backstamps. rate 15c.

£10

NEW ZEALAND

158
1930 (1/7) Pmk. Wellington. First NZ acceptance (4/7) for WAA Adelaide- Perth & Imperial Airways 
Karachi-London services. GB stamp pmk. 7/8 on arrival. Maximum of  10 covers flown.

£55

159
28.3.1931 First flight Ackland to Kaitaia, special green/cream printed cover, Kaitaia Aero Club and Air 
Survey Transport Co. hand stamps, signed by pilot F.D.Mill

£25

160
1932, (14/7) Pmk. Dannevirke. First NZ acceptance from Wellington for Imperial Airways African 
service. Green New Zealand-Africa cachet applied at Wellington. Addressed to Bulawayo, S Rhodesia. 
Franked two 5d airs & 1d Admiral. 50 centimes postage due mark.

£45

161

1934 (26/3) Illustrated cover depicting ‘Southern Cross’ aircraft. Pmk. Hastings. Flown in Hastings Air 
Pageant by Kingsford Smith and then on Trans-Tasman flight from Kaitaia (29/3 Southern Cross pmk.) 
to Sydney (B/S 29/3) Franked with 7d air and two Australian 1d stamps for return to NZ. (very slight 
surface creases on left hand side).

£85

162
28.12.1937 Auckland - USA (SF 6.1.38) 4/6d red 'New Zealand usa / First airmail / December 1937' 
cachet 'Crosby' cover with photo of  Sikorsky @Samoan Clipper'

£12

163
28.12.1937 Wellington - Canada (SF 6.1.1938) 5/4d with rare purple 'New Zealand - USA / First Air 
Mail / December 1937' cachet

£32

164
1938 (20/3) (pmk. Blenheim). Cover flown from Blenheim to London by Clouston & Ricketts on their 
record breaking flight in DH88 Comet ‘Australian Anniversary.’ Cancelled at Drwin on 23/3 & London 
on 26/3.

£65

165
19.7.1940 Auckland - England (SF24th) purple FAM19 F/F cachet NZ censor 4/- rate Air to New York 
thence by ship.

£40

166
27.8.1940 Auckland 2nd Expeditionary Force, second echelon overseas 7/6d rate the short lived 6/3d 
plus 1/3d belived original, destination was Middle east (see note) censored

£60

167
28.8.1940 Wellington - England 18/9d 3 x 6/3d short lived (20 July - 9thSept) rate. Censored believed 
flown by 'American Clipper' FAM 19

£60

168
1947 (24/4) British Commonwealth Pacific Airways FFC Auckland-Vancouver (backstamped 27/4).  
Cover with map & aircraft cachet produced by J Stapleton (about 50 covers with this cachet were 
prepared for all stages). (Slight foxing marks).

£18

NYASALAND

169
21.1.1932 First acceptance from Limbe to London, via Salisbury 27/1 for carriage on IAW first Cape 
Town - London service, Tunstall cover franked 1/-, The ongoing IAW service was interrupted at 
Salisbury and again at Broken Hill.

£30

PALESTINE

170
5.5.1941 Field Post Office 171 Canada 5/- m/s 'By American Clipper via Singapore' to Lady May Abel 
Smith daughter of  the earl of  Athlone, GovernorGeneral of  the Dominion at Rideau Hall, Ottowa, from 
her husband.

£60
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PARAGUAY

171
1.1.1929 Ficarelli first flight Acuncion to Buenos Aires 2/1, franked $1-50 + $8-50 airmail, violet boxed 
'Correo Aereo/Rep del Paraguay' cachet, Compagnie Aeroposta Argentina

£35

PERSIA

172
12.3.1932 Teheran - Baghdad by Junkers Luftverkehr, large registered cover (24 x 15.5cm) franked 9K 
5Ch in air stamps

£8

PERU

173
25.5.1938 Lima - Germany purple 'Lufthansa/5/Dias/I Vueio Linea Directa/Lima-Europa' cachet 1s65 
rate slight rust marks

£12

PHILIPPINES

174
22.12.1935 Manila - Guam (22nd) 50cts second return FAM 14 flight by 'Philippine Clipper' (maiden 
flight) delayed by typhoon for several days

£12

PORTUGAL

175
US Army Service Survey Flight, Del Carmen 18/12/31 to Iba 18/12, 'Via US Army Air Plane' cachet, 
franked 16c  35 carried.

£30

176 1939 First flight Pan American Airways “Horta-USA“ with Black & Blue cachets. (Rare cover). £15

RUSSIA

177
10.9.1923 Letter from Russia to British Post Office #261 in Constantinople. The reverse has the correct 
stamps for the flight from Kyekatepnno together with the cachets both ends of  the flight and the airpost 
lable charged 3r.

£40

SAN MARINO

178
Accept from San Marino 16.11.35 for Elizabethville 29/11, carried on the second Air France/Air Afrique 
Paris Marseilles Algeria Leopoldville extension to Elisabethville service, Nawratil registered cover.

£50

SPAIN

179
Double sided postcard with Spanish & Norway stamps for the Transpolar Flight Brooklyn to Norway 
1924 flight expeditition. The texttells the problematic trials of  the flight.

£15

180 1945 (28/7) cover from Madrid to New York. Franked 4p 65c. Spanish and USA censor tapes. £8

SOUTH AFRICA

181 31.10.1930 East London - U.K franked 6d (vertcal stip 4 x½d Sudi/South) + 4d £9

182 16.8.1933 Durban - U,K frankrd 4/- (1/- Sudi/South vert. pairs) £10

183 4.12,1933 Cape Town - Bangkok franked 1/4d Imperial A/W cover , b/s £12

184 6.6.1937 Postcard Durban - Beira P.E.A  franked 2x3d Sudi/South vert pair, I.A 1st service £5

185 31.7.1934 postcard 1st acceptance to Mozambique franked 10d b/s £10

186 22.7.1938 to New Zealand franked 1½d cancelled House of  Parliament S.A. 1st all up £10

187 4.8.1937 to Austria franked strip 4 x3d Sudi/south, b/s Athinai 9th, Wien 10th £5

188
3-9 March 1936 Record flight by Cape Town - London by Tommy Rose, copy of  letter and small photo 
of  aircraft . Circular Cape Town Air Post cachet posted on arrival, endorsed by favour Flt Lt T Rose.

£150

189 1937 (6/6) Imperial Airways first service by flying boat from Durban to Southampton £25

190 3.12.1959 B.O.A.C  Comet 4, 1st Flight cover to Kenya franked 4d Johanesburg, b/s £6

SOUTHERN RHODESIA
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191
21.3.1934 Certificate of  Posting, registered postal packet. Ibstock - UK, Royal Tour of  Prince George, 
Royal Train at Bulawayo.

£4

192
5.12.1934 Bulawayo to Sydney 12/12 via Cairo 10/12. first accept of  African 'All the Way' airmail for 
Australia, souvenir Kangaroo cover franked 1/8d

£30

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

193 25.8.1931 Windhoek - Walvis Bay franked block 4 x 1d suid/south £6

SWEDEN

194 Swedish acceptance for the P.A.A. flight “Marseilles-New York”, 25-5-1939. £15

195
5.7.1939 Halsingborg - Argentina (BA 12th) 2k10 rate, flown by Air France 'Ville De Natal' pilot Espitalier 
folded

£12

196
3.8.1939 Laholm - USA (NY 6th) 85ore typed 'With First Flight Southampton - Montrreal' first Imperial 
Airways Trans Atlantic service

£30

197 16.6.1943 Stockholm - UK censor cover, 1st day of  stamps , scarce (see beith p56) £12

198 24.5.1944 Stockholm - London,  Censor # 6360, flown ABA (see Beith p 56) £7

SWITZERLAND

199 Special card for first flight “Solothurn-Grenchen”, 31 August 1924, with special vignette.  £25

200
Swiss acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”, and forwarded to Buenos Aires 
(Argentina).

£13

201 Swiss acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”. 25-5-1939. £12

202 Swiss acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-Horta”. Arrival Horta, 26-5-1939. £13

203
Sweden acceptance for the P.A.A. first flight “Marseilles-New York”. 25-5-1939. Arrival New York, 
27-5-1939.

£15

URUGUAY

204 11.8.1925 registered letter from Uruguay to Florida, USA with stamps and registration label £8

U.S.A

205 4.6.1920 Postcard from USA to Hungary for the historic flight of  the Treaty of  Trianon. £15

206

Hydroplane from SS Karlsruhe at sea to speed delivery of  mail from New York 17/8/29 to Galway, 
printed label with picture of  SS Karlsruhe in flight towards White Cliffs of  Dover and printed inscription 
'Airmail-Karlsruhe-Galway' also typed 'SSKarlsruhe/Via airmail/Galway-London-Berlin/First Flight 
Galway-London'

£40

207
27.4.1934 Bridgeport, Con. Purple cachet '2 worlds altitude records / sea plane / kilo load /cat with 2000 
& 5000 / Giant Sikorsky S42/ April 26 1934' signed by pilot Boris Sergievsky, letter carried on flight.

£24

208
16.4.1935 San Francisco - Honolulu (17th) 6c + 16cts special delivery imperf  red 'Pan American Clipper/
First Flight/California-Hawaii' cachet

£12

209
5.10.1935 San Francisco - Guam (13th) and return (16th & 24th) 6/6/6cts Pan American Airways Survey 
Flight with Purple & Green cachets

£40

210
20.5.1939 New York blue FF cachet FAM 18 (south) b/s Marseille 22nd Hawaii address (Hilo 3/6) 
30+20cts suggestine FAM 14 return from USA

£10

211
9.8.1939 New York - England 30cts First return flight by Imperial Airways Trans Atlantic Service with 
Private Staehle cachet

£10

212 1940 letter via Atlantic Clipper from San francisco to Lisbon and thence Berlin, Germany £12

213
Canton Isle 15.7.1940 to New Caledonia (Noumea 16th) 10cts First Flight FAM 19 with red Pan 
American Airways F/F cachet

£8

214
Canto Isle 22.7.1940 to Hawaii (Honolulu 22nd) 10cts Fist return flight FAM 19 with red circular US Post 
Office Official F/F cachet

£8
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215
Hawaii 13.8.1935  MidwayIs (14.8.35) Hawaii 922.8.35) USA with blue cachet 'First flight/Wake Island/
Pacific Ocean/Pan American Clipper' also arrival and departure times, signed bypilot R.O.D.Sullivan slight 
gum stains on rear.

£120

216 Hawaii 13.3.1939 Honolulu - USA 20cts red 'The Boeing Clipper Inaugural Flight 1939' map cachet. £12

217
Hawaii20.7.1939 Honolulu - USA 20 cts Green Crosby design cover with photo of  'California Clipper' to 
Samuel Wilder King, later state governor

£10

218 1941 (1/3), New York to Budapest, Hungary (23/3), franked 35c. Not censored. £10

219
Hawaii 5.5.1941 Honolulu first flight FAM 14 extension to Singapore (10th) 50cts, censored one of  
approx 30 to 40 small Best/Poruch covers, ( A.P.J june 2013)

£24

220
Midway Isle 2.4.1941 Medway Det 3rd Def  Bat Fleet Mar Force to USA long envelope 30cts blue 'Mailed 
at/Midway Island/Pan American Airways System' circular cachet.

£28

221
Wake Island 1935 long envelope self  addressed to Lt J.Johnson USN (Pilot) aboard USS Nitro with 
black/white 'First Flight // Wake Island' cachet flown on 8th March, has Manilla cancel 25th Feb 1935.

£48

222
29.4.1952 New York-London-Uganda BOAC Comet flight London Johannesburg 1st Jet mail cachet 
franked 25c United Nations  to Mombasa,  British East Africa

£5

EPHEMERA

223
Imperial Airways publicity lables designed by Lee Elliot. Large black & blue speedbirds and small red 
white & blue (2 items)

£3

224 Imperial Airways freight/baggage label yellow plane outline on black £8

225 Compliments slip for I.A. Far East Ltd. Hong Kong £5

226
Australian Post Office Air Mail leaflet, 16 pages, giving details of  air mail rates following opening of  
Imperial Airways / Qantas London – Brisbane service, with world map of  routes on middle pages. 
December 1934. (Some creases).

£20

227

France/Iraq. Horizontal pair of  labels, issued by the Franco-Romanian airline CIDNA in 1929 to 
publicise its planed Paris-Baghdad service (which did not eventuate due to Turkish objections). Recess 
printed by Bradbury, Wilkinson in brown, depicting CIDNA aircraft & route map. Unmounted Mint. 
Tabs attached to labels state ‘ Inauguration du Service Postal Aerien Paris-Bagdad.’

£10

228 Unused Imperial Airways Yellow Map envelope, extension to Rangoon, slight creasing £4

229 Imperial Airways 3 Speed Birds, red black & Blue vignet, ex booklet staple holes in margin £4

230 Reproduction postcards Imperial Airways & BOAC advertising posters (2 items) £10

POSTCARDS / PICTURES

231
KLM postcard depicting crew of  KLM Douglas DC-4 ‘Uiver’ in front of  the aircraft during 
MacRobertson Air Race to Australia.

£7

232 Flight’ postcard of  BSAA Avro Lancastrian G-AGWJ taking off  from Heathrow, April 1946. £4

233 Tuck postcard of  Hannibal on ground in desert setting £10

234 Tuck postcard of  I.A Prince George on ground Croydon £12

235 Tuck postcard of  I.A DH34 early 1920s postally used in 1968! £8

236 Tuck postcard of  Hengist at Croydon. Ms notes on aircraft on reverse £10

237 Postcard showing the interior of  I.A Scylla £15

238 Tuck card of  Empire flying boat Castor £10

239 Valentine's postcard of  Empire flying boat Ceres £4

240 USA coloured 'Early morning take off  of  Pan American Clipper Ship (sikorsky) Miami £4
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241 USA coloured 'A Transatlantic Clipper (Boeing) at Miami, Fla. £4

242 USA coloured PAA Yankee Clipper (B 314) in flight LaGuarbia £5

243 USA coloured New York Municipal Airport- La Guardia Field £3

244 USA coloured Martin Clipper flying  over Golden Gate, San Francisco £4

245 USA coloured Seaplanes (Sikorsky & Short Empire) at Baltimore's Transatlantic Air Base unused £4

246 Valentines Black/White Trans Atlantic Air Base, Foynes Co. Limerick unused £4

247
Black/White card 6 x 3½" Pan American Airways Canton Island Base with photo an details of  
construction for FAM 19 service.

£4

248 Heracles at Croydon & snapshot Horsa at Khartoum £5

249 Photograph 6"x4" appx G-AAEJ 'City of  Cventry' £5

250 Ex Flight photo library 6"x 4" G-AKFP 'Hermes' £5

251 Ex Flight photo library 6"x 4" G-ABMB Comet 4 in flight £5

252 B&W print 24 x 14 cm G-AGNM 'York' at Eastleigh 1951 & Comet 1 G-ALYP (2 items) £4

253 Newspaper photo 6"x4" Evening News 28/2/31 'City of  Coventry' loading at Croydon £1

LITERATURE

254 The Mass Flights of  Italo Balbo by R.E.Lana 144pp soft cover (1996) £10

255 General Balbo Mass Transatlantic Flight 1933, 40 plus Press cuttings &photos £25

256 B.O.A.C working timetabel  London - Salisbury Rhodesia 14/1/60 £5

257 B.O.A.C working timetabel  London - Nairbi 15/2/60 £5

258 S.Africa 6pages + map timetabel Cape Town - London English/Africhans 1934 Fine condition £12

259 Air Ministry / GPO white paper 13 pages 'Empire Air Mail Scheme 1937' fine condition £15

260 The Growth of  Central african Airways 1946-54 leaflet fine condition £6

261
Imperial A.W publicity card 7" x 10" unfolds to 20"x28" cutaways of  Atalanta, Heracles, Scipio & Scylla + 
much more, fine condition, rare item

£35

262 8 different Imperial Airways publicity lables £10

263 Air Ministry  white paper 4 pages ''Civil Air Transport Services' June 1935 Good cond. £10

264 FJF Blue card folder 'British East Africa 1931' No Cover £5

265 Newpaper cutting 28/2/31 'African Air Mail' 3" x 22" appx £5

266 Newspaper cutting 2/3/31 'Cairo to Cape by aeroplane, African Air Mail' 2½"x12" appx £5
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